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State Rests Case
-4 In Rape Trial in
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The trial of Robert Earl Cooper,
from prosecuting attorney Ron
charged with rape and robbery of a 74Christopher and defense attorney
year-old Almo area woman Aug. 16 is
William Phillips.
set to reconvene today at 1:15 p.. m.
The alleged victim told the jury that
after a noon recess.
she was hanging clothes on the morning
Prosecution rested its case prior to
cd Aug. 16 when she heard someone
noon today, after hearing testimony
coming through some hedges
from a state crime lab technician, Pat -surrounding her lawn. She identified
Hankie.
the person as Cooper.
Other witnesses- during the morning
She testified that'Cooper asked to use
'included deputies with -Calloway
the phone. She further testified the
County Sheriff's Department,Dr. Hugh
accuse- went into her house, then
Houston, and a lab technician from
returned a short time afterward. She
Murray-Calfoway County Hospital.
told the jury that Cooper grabbed her,
Jury selection ended about 2:45
took her into her home. She said at one
o'clock Monday afternoon.
point the accused choked her and she
CAWS is charged with an offense Acetified the offered the accusectall thethat carries up to a life sentence for
money she had in the home at the time,
rape and 20 years for robbery. A Sep$13, plus some Social Security cards
• A BIG [lit-One of three, I9-ton water chillers is lifted into place Wednesday as work progresses on the new
tember Calloway County Grand Jury
and Medicare cards.
heating and cooling plant at Murray State University. It took only 20 minutes for the unit to be lifted from the truck
indicted the Route 1, Almo, man
The alleged rape victim testified the
in the lower right and positioned in the new plant at the left. Each of the chillers has a 1,200-ton cooling capacity
charging him with the two offenses.
last thing she remembered before
The alleged victim in the case and her
and will supply chilled water to the university's academic buildings for their air conditioning systems. The plant'
waking up in Murray-Calloway County
daughter took the stand late Monday
three electric-fired boilers each has a steam rapacity of 37,000 pounds per bear and will provide a similar-function-Hospital later, was offering the accused
_
afternoon, after opening statements
in supplying heat for the same buildings.
the cards.
' The daughter of the alleged victim
- testified that she found her mother "in
total shock" On the floor of her home
later that morning. She testifid
e she
called her daughter to call an..am-- •.;
•
. balance.
The womanTdaughtWkild the jut*:
she -Obseryed a number of. bruises on
her„mother at the hospital.
spring
give
"It's
you
some
here
to
Paducah,
ice
creams;
Kentucky
Foods,
Possible action is expected within two
students down the road."
board to start from."
Paducah, condiments; canned and
-Merger," Daniels said, "is a bad
months on a 1977 Comprehensive
The board refused Monday evening to
frozen foods, cleaning supplies; Robert
Survey
Facilities
word...We realize Murray is in the
of
Murray
release the preliminary report to the
Orr, Nashville,sjenn., condiments,
Independent School District, which the
school business by choice. We're of the
public, even though Daniels ialked . Canned anefrezen foods,..eleaning
hoird saw for the first time Monday
opinion that you can go out o( the
supplies; Ryan Milk, Murray, cottage ,
Do you know where blackbirds are
, business anytime _yen please. What - freely about the report's recomevening.
pnblio-Tiiieetint!.:_-----1,,heeSe.,-Tenienade; West.- Kentucky . rOeisting regutarly-F-- - .4-scciaipretterisive-facilities-stirTsy*,,,,,we'virdone hessiiwainipirthroimrliar'
--Toffee, --Mayfield; - canned -foods and
Dr. Clell Peterson at Murray State sobject1 additions la, -deletiontrom,—in this report, Sa Anglo you as a board,' PeTson.• Other-than' board` menibeis--paper supplies; Wonder Snack Foods, University would _like to know their
also looked at the report during the
approval as a whole, or appeal, from a
there has been a • trend for merger of
session.
•
Memphis, Te?m., potato chips.
local board, Jim Daniels, Kentucky
school districts in the state. Look at it,
location.
.
Don Henry, board chairman, said
-Board • members gave verbal
Department of Education, told board
Dr. Peterson, a professor of English
stay alert don't get caught down the that even though the document is public
approsi•al to a grant application, that if and one of the foremost authorities on •
members Monday eVening.
road. We haven't said to you is a school
record, board members need to stud).' approved, will fund a program in birds in the state, has been named a
Survey recommendations, according
district, merger...We say, keep open
it, with thoughts_Af SU additions or
If Murray Electric System' workers
training teachers to. instruct the West -Kentucky coordinator for the
to Daniels, call for keeping the current - the lines of communicatiop with other
deletions, before Teiea‘ing it to the - talented and gifted. The program would Kentucky Research Station in Bowling
hang- the traditional Christmas or"4-4 plan of organization"(elementary,
districts, students, as to any advantage public.
go into effect in the 1979-'80 school year. Green in an effort to pinpoint the
naments around the Murray square,
middle school and high school
that might come down the road."
, In other board action Monday,.; -- The board recommended the -----Tegulart,00sts of blackbirds across the - can Christmas really be far await'
"We have listed every school that you
Local school districts usually use
evening:
appointment of Murray Ledger & state.
'have operating now as a permanent
Workers with the system hung
facilities surveys as planning
- The school board accepted bids
Titnes_publisher Walter Apperson to a
Anyone knowing of_a„ roost is urged to
school center," Daniels, who heads the __Cacurnents for two to five year spans.
deco rations Monday_ And today. Acposition on the vocation school steering report its•location'to Dr: Peterson. His
division of local schooDdi.stficts within --Aceording to Daniels, the local school* Trona eight food . &int.:it:lies for food,- cording to rine Spokesnian,'the"
cleaning and paper supplies for
committee, pending-. approval from mailing address is Box 2364, University
the state department, told Murray
board can look at the report for 60 days,
decorations go up rain or shine. Incafeterias for the period of December,
Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll.
Independent board members. "In other
Station, Murray, KY 42071. His
adopt it, appeal it, amend it, or simply
stalling an ornament here is Paul
1977 to February, 1978. Low bidders
-Board members received copies of telephone numbers are: 753-3505 at
words there'S a school there now and
take no action on it and allow it to take
Grogan with the system
okayed included Bernard Foods,
an energy conservation program for home and 762-2401 at the University.
we see a need for a school there to serve
effect.
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
Evanston, Ill., sauces and mixes; Dixie
use during frigid weather.
The area code is 502.
Capital outlay recommendations in
Cream, Murray, donuts; Flav-o-rich,
the report call for completion of the
vocational center, extended planning
for new central office quarters. Other
"without pOority" recommendations
call for a "general program_ of site
West Kentucky Allied Services, in
improvement" at all schools,
conjunction with Weatherization In
Two persons have been arrested in
upgrading incandescent lighting and
Progress WIP) announces the new
connection with an alleged child abuse
Robertson
conditioning
and
at
air
program for low income, occupying
case in Murray according to a
Carter elementaries, and complete
home owners in Calloway, Graves,
spokesman for the- Murray Police
renovation
of
local
Murray
Middle
(the
McCracken and Marshall Counties.
Department.
perWASHINGTON (AP)- A small rise
past three_months. This is a marked
system has already renovated a conA spokesman said, -The purpose of
The pair, both presently held in.the . in food costs held the overall rise in
cent,
improvement over the 10 percent rate-portion of Murray Middle ).
siderable
ibis iteW program is to lessen the imCalloway County Jail, are Stephen Earl
Prices for gasoline and Motor oil
consumer prices to 0.3 percent in
during the first three months of the
One board member, Maurice Ryan,
pact of high fuel costs for those inPerry, 23, and Sharon Gail Henson,a
jumped 1.4 percent last month, conOctober for the third consecutive
year, when the effects of cold weather
report into its proper _context:
put
the
dividuals and families who can least
Both gave their address as 208 Ash
siderably more than each of the
month,the government reported today.
and fuel shortages pushed up the price,
"When you go to do a BGI (building and
afford them by reducing the amount of
Street, MPD spokesmen said.
preceeding two months. Clothing prices
The relatively small rate of increase.
of food and oiler goods at a rapid pace.
work
report)
on
a
to
do
grounds
some
energy their homes consume.
The MPD spokesman said that Perry
also
rose in October following a decline
about 3.6 percent at an annual rate,
certain building, the first thing that
Whole
e osa
f lethefa:
Octob
preixcesinc
ha
rodoso
f:11"._
-This goal will be accomplished by
has been charged with -wanton enin September, and prices for tobacco
reflected the declines in wholesale farm
they (Department of Education) do is
nearly
13
percent
in
May
through
providing winterization and insulation,
dangerinent of a child in the first
products continued to rise sharply.
prices last summer that have continued
look at your facilities report.
September before jumping 2.4 percent
free, to homes of individuals who
degree"
and is being held on 125,000 to exert a moderating effect on retail
The cost of services, including rent
Daniels said earlier in the Monday
last
month.
qualify --for- this program," the
utility rates, me -0.4 percent-W--7
and
iiitht meeting, "The superintendent of. -bond. Ms: - Witmer; Teported as the food prices.
However, government economists
spokesman said.
mother
October,
of
the
compared with. increases of
child,
has
been
charged'
Grocery
0.1
percent
rose
only
prices
public instruction small approve
said not all of the decline had been
Anyone who feels they qualify or
with "child abuse" and is being held
0.5 percent in both September -andin October, the same as in September,
capital outlay expenditures by a local
reflected at the retail level and
know of someone who may qualify for
under 85,000 bond. The MPD official and have been largely responsible for
August and monthly increases
school district according to this surpredicted that processors and other
the program, can contact the individual
pointed
averaging 0.8 percent earlier in the
out
abusethat
the
"child
bringing down the nation's inflation
vey...They.
(state department of
middlemen
absorb
would
be able to
in their county:
year.
rate since mid-year. Food costs comeducation). specify how we make the . charge does not necessarily
some
CALLOWAY
-- - --Charges for eleetticify declined
physical
abuse.—
actual
'
.
—
prise
about one-fourth of the Consumer
survey, what determines building
wholesale
prices.
Connie Rutledge-Murray Calloway
slightly last month but natural gas
The child, reported to be about four
Price Index.
needs, as we see them, for that
Co. Senior Citizens, 203 S. 5th Street,
In October, the Labor Department
costs rose sharply, the government
years old, is presently under the
Consumer prices have risen at an
Daniels called the survey a
system."
Murray, Ky. Phone: 753-0929.
said, the Consumer Price Index stood at
said. Rents increased 0.4 percent, while
custody of local juvenile authorities.
annual rate of only 3.8 percent over the
"joint
effort"
between
the
state
MARSHALL COUNTY:
184.5, meaning that a marketbasket of
the cost for medical care rose 0.7
department and local school district.
Libby Studdard, Marshall Co. Senior
goods and services selling for $100 in
percent.
Murray
Independent
School
Citizens, 101 Walnut Court, Benton, Ky.
the 1967 base period now costs $184.50.
Among food prices, there were
Superintendent
Robert
G.
Jeffrey
said,
Phone: 527-9860.
The index also showed that consumer
declines for sugar, cereal and bakery
prices in October were 6.5 percent
products, ground coffee, eggs, .dairy
higher than those of a year ago.
products and pork.
Fresh vegetable prices also decli;:ed
The purchasing power of the averageOne Section-16 Pages
last month following a sharp rise in
worker's paycheck increased 1]-.
September. Prices for fresh fruits
percent last month,the largest gain this
It's natural to think of those less fortunate on
turned up in October. Poultry prices
year. The government said this was due
Thanksgiving, but it will be too late on that special day to
increased after declining4 for four
to
a
1.3
percent
increase in average
help those less fortunate have a better day. The Murray
months and the price of beef rose for
hourly earnings combined with a 0.3
Ledger dr Times comments on Thanksgiving and its
the
second consecutive month.
percent
rise
in
the
work
week, which
meaning in our opinion section, Page 4,
The administration has forecast an
more than offset the pace of inflation
inflation rate of about 64Dercent.for the
last month.
year, compared to a rate of 4.8 percent
Over the year, real earnings - take19%.
11
home pay adjusted for inflation and
Building Page
44,a
taxes - have increased 4.6 percent.
Earlier this year, food prices were
Classifieds ..
The overthe-year gain was due.largely
f •14
Crosswords
partly responsible for an annual , in4 14
to the increase in the federal tax
flation rate of 10 percent in the first
Comics
13
deduction that reduced withholding
quarter. The inflation rate fell to about
Dear Abby
SPEAK ON PANAMA Tiff ATY-((II. Lawrence lackley, left, and Ambler H.
18
taxes in June.
8 percent in the second quarter, and to
Deaths Si Funerals
Moss, Jr.,, explittined provisions ot the new Panama Canal treaties in a
Partial clearing and cool today,
4
Non-food prices also continued to
4..2 percent in the July-September
Garrott's Galley
session on-the Murray State campus last night. Both Moss, who is deputy
high in the low and mid 50s.
16
moderate last month, rising by only 0.3
period.
Horoscope
assistant to the Secretary of Clatc tor Congressional relations and lackley, a
Partly cloudy and cool tonight,
4
percent, about the same as in the four
Inside Report
The slowing of inflation (hiring thr
special assistant to the Secretor% re Defense urged those present to suplow in the mid 40s. Wednesday
13
previous months. This came despite the... third quarter has been one of ths fe,A
Let's Stay Well
port Senate ratification of the treaties. The pair echoed stiternents made in
-mostly sunny and warmer, high
2,3
fact that higher prices for the new 1978
Local Scene
bright ,spots in the nation's economic
Washington Friday by. Vice Ptesi)ent Walter Mondale, Panama Canal
inthe low 60s. .
4
model cars were introduced into the
Opinion Page
picture. which has seen the unerntreaty negotiator Sol LinoWit, and other members-of the bipartisan Cornindex
for
the
first
time
in
Sports
ploymenf
October
rate persist at about 7 perc.cnt mtftee of Americans for the Cowl Treaties that were reported in an article
'11r The Labor Department said the newsince April with a marked sloskdovynan
in Moqday'c edition -of-Tist:-Mer-,4•1 edger & Times. •
Staff Photo • • ,cat'
index
rose 0.6 percent.
the rate of economic growth.

Comprehensive Facilities Survey Of Murray...
School District Presented To Board Monday

Blackbird Roosts
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Christmas
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Child Abuse Case

Low Incomers Set

Small Rise In Food Prices
Holds Inflation Rate To 3.6%
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Celebration Planned

Elm Grove Church Women Hold

e,exe

Program, Luncheon, And Workshop

Tonitel!
Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

"Thrift Trip To East Asia" Prayers were led by Floy
was the subject of the Caldwell, Mildred Cook,'
..yrogram Presented at the Louise Outland, and June
meeting of the Baptist Women Crider:
CAP P I
(t
jetru...
A lunch was served at noon
of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church
held- Tuesday, with Bobble Biirlfein asking
••
November 8, at ten a.m. in the the blessing. Christmas gifts
C146*éff
C1444Z
•••
-fellowshiptiall of the cieurch. were made in the afternoon
.•••• ....•
Lavine Carter was director for the shut-ins. Others
of the program and was present, not previously
assisted by Juanita Lee and mentioned. were Eunice
Letha Cossey. The group will Shekell and Hilda Maupin.
attend the mission book study
—:Tat Mithoriar uiaaraiiiw
on, Monday,November 28, at- -ASAft
For ProgInformation,
Program
Piense-Calt 75114314—
six p.m.
Christmas gifts will be
taken to the shut-ins of the
The
church on December 9.
7:30
nly1
The Captain James Campen
ioesebestawt
Members were asked to bring
O
Chapter of the Sons of the
magazines
for
the
hospital.
a.
American Revolution will
Thra Wed.'
Plans were made for the Week
have a Thanksgiving luncheon
of Prayer for Foreign
on Saturday, November 28, at
Missions December 4-11.
men at the Colonial House
-0%--On All_ Purchases
June Cridge read the
Smorgasbord.
scripture from Luke 10:25-29,
1101a1ING
All members are urged to
Lay-Away Now For
and names of missionaries
1010 Cheetitut
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Townsend
.
Only
atbmd_
and
anY
43ther PerS9n
having
birthdays an-that date.
Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Townsend will 'h'-onoridith a 50th
interested in becoming a
L.Lbru Wed.
wedding anniversary reception on Sunday, November 27, betNov. 2 I st through Nov. 26th
member of the SAR is also
ween the hours of two and four p. m. at the Puryear Baptist
invited, a chapter spokesman
Church,- Puryear, Tn. All friends and relatives Of-the eouple-said.
'
are cordially invited to attend.
Eligibility
for
membership
raM
The Townsends were married November 27, 1927, in Benton
"
The ViMU of the Salem is based upon being a direct
Oh God!
N CentralQr.,
'"
County, Tn., at the home of the bride. Mrs. Townsend, the for- Baptist Church met Wed- descendant of a serviceman or
o
Is it Funny!'
-mer Evora Greer, is the daughter of the late Henry and Fran- nesday,November2,at 7:30 p. civilian who helped establish
Ftiow
cis Greer. Mr. Townsend is the son of the late Walter and tn. at the church with Oretha the Republic of the United
Laura Townsend.
Williams in charge of the States of America, and
The hostessesfor-the reeeption will be-their t*eidaughters- program Oh "Thrift 'nip -To eftitiAtti
ProvelL
Cliti II' PAUL NEWPAAN ,
-Mrs.Fred (Bettye) Wimberly of Paris, Tit., Mrs. Williiin P. East Asia."
according to Dennis Nall,
7:30
1 2 1 Bypass
•
(Joan) Greer of Brentwood, Tn., and Mrs. Joe Pat (Shirlie)
Only
641 N.Central CU
Each lady present read a president, and Brown Tucker,
.
Hughes of Murry.
Murray, Kentucky
secretary, officers of the local
name
and
the
missionary's
'
TUN •RC•••CaOr
They have six grandchildren who are Dale and Dwayne location of where the chapter.
Thru WED. a ur.1•5^
too. m 530p. m.
Baldwin, Angie and/Jason
Jason Greer, Celisaand Trhey Curd; and missionary is serving. Sue
Persons may contact any
Mon:-Sou
one great grandchild,Starre Baldwin.
member for further inFoster led in prayer.
Before Mr. Townsend's retirement as a general contractor
Others on program were formation.
MATINEES — 2:30
in 1973, he constructed many business and residential _,Winnie Crouch,, Eleanor
THANKSGIVING DAY
dwellings throughout Calloway and Henry Counties. -Mr. and Miller, Pauline Elkins, Sue
Mrs. Tovmsendnow reside at their home in Puryear,Tn.'
Foster, Martha Windsor, and
Clone"I
-Lottie Sheridan.
The WM1.1 will attend a book
Close-II
study at Memorial Baptist
Church on November M. A
week :of- prayer- for foreign
*ID• •%!,11111.•;
•
•••
:41••
_missions observance will be
•••!..!.•
frotn -December 4 to 11.
Plans for the marriage of Eddie Sewell of Huntsville, Also present were Molena,
••
Miss Mary Dell Warlord, Ala. have been completed.
Armstrong and Amy Paschall,
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
The Wedding will take place with the latter leading the
Earl Warlord of Murray, and at the A and R Presbyterian closing prayer.
Church in Fayetteville, Tn.,on
Thursday, November 24 at
threep-m. with thettev. Boyd
Lecray, FaYetteville, Tn.,
.ope•
/k
minister,
reading --the ceremony. The bride-elect will
be given by her fother, Rev.
S holmS
Warlord.
The wedding party will be
composed of matron of honor,
:Mrs. 'Deihriy Weds; flower
girl, Miss- Vickie Woods of
After Thanksgiving Special
Murray; best man, Dodson
Entire Stock of Pre-Washed & Regular
Williams --of Huntsville, Ala.•,
ushers, Benny Warford of
in Kahki& Denim by Male,Destiny &Lae
Louisville,
John Sewell and
- .
Mark Sewell of Huntsiille,
Vewler Altit
Fri. &
Ala.; lighters of the candles,
Only
Miss Melissa Warlord of
Off
v"
Louisville, and Miss Amy
Sewell of Huntsville, Ala.
Beginning Dec. 12th Open til 8:00 Every Mite
The registration table will
be presided over by Miss
LuLL
Joyce Kilgore of Fayetteville,
Tn.
-The reception following the
ceremony-will be directed by
Miss Ann Leftwitch and Miss
Hazel Asians of Falefteville.
If you have any information concerning this please call the Sheriff's OfWonderful surprises to put unServing at the table will be
fice or any of the following numbers.
der the tree. A high powered,
Mrs. Benn_y Warlord- of
free and easy grouping of gifts.
4,
•
lessaaire
,
751753-5415
— or-753-9941
-Louisville and Miss Joyce
Names f any individuals with information will be kept in strict confidence.
Kilgore of Fayetteville.

Help Us
Celebrate Our

•••••••1.W.%:•••••••

tonites mow

IC4A1P1R1I

Ghapter

Plans Meet

---- 4th
Anniversary

4
Lincoln 3
Conspiracy

And Save

1

mum=

Salem WMU
Holds Meeting

Closed Thanksgiving
:Day

Shothase

imourimalrf

Warford-Sewell Vows
To Be Read Thursday

Guy,i

900.00 Reward is offered to anyone with information
leading to the'return of the Church Bell which was
Stolen frim the Pitlistinelitho_dist Chutch recently.

op!!!. t4easc,
FPfl')

Jeans

i

20%

el.ve 1,044-

Gifts for men
with best wishes

ptcvms

3

(
4;
'7
1 4i
6,e4,1

4

"A perfect
Gift Idea"

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Danny Dowdy of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

SWEATERS
By JANTZEN

ELECTROLUX

"it
SLACKS
By
Higgins and Jaymar

Tony
Monigomery

-FREE Gin
WRAPPING

SATURDAY
ONLY
November 26,1977
9 Beautiful
One Beautiful 16 x 20
Portraits For 94.95
Color Portrait
PLui Two 8x10's & 6 Wallet Size

753-6760

Semi-Glossy
Finish
- -

Lifetime Finish Portraits

!r01111
PHOTO

DRESS SHIRTS
By
Gant, Van Neusen
and Oxford.

49c

Per Pose In Living

Color

!ReflS
Wear

A?
A

itf

\/14 •iii....,.
....f.- 4.1.:--i;
•4

iiii.

127 N. POPLAR, PARIS, TENN.
642-2151
____

For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90
•Nolimit *All Ages
*Groups Okay

tk .Nor

Artcraft Studios

-4,.110 '

401,%•...
.•••■11.1."

Ao
l A
---""r

The.Professionals ,
118 S. 12th 753-0023
Free Peritiegla Rear

Take your choicefrom dozensof portrait poses. You can select traditional poses or
one of our EXCITING DOUBLE EXPOStHE ANTASIES at no extra charge. No
6
age limit.

Pay Only '2.95 Down
'
Home Typed

Pay 12.00 when pictures are delivered.

Hours 11:00 till 1:00 and 2:00 till 5:00
No qtantity limits. Buy as.many packages as you need.

Boot Country, Ltd.

Bel-Air.Shopping Center

.•
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Prenuptial Parties Heid
In Horror Of Miss.-Warford

Thursday,November 94
Community Thspk.gving
.by
Day Service,
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association, will
be at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, at ten a.m.

VItt, COMMUNITY
1
14 .
•••• CALENDAR

Friday,November 2.5
Murray Chapter of National
of Retired,
Association
Federal Employees. will meet at the Woodmen of the World 7
Hail at ten alb.

eld of Alnxlfilk
tubbleP
Clara SP
Tuesday,Novembern
-Route One is now at borne
Wedneeday,November 23
Another delightful courtesy
Miss Mary Dell Warford,
after having been a Patient st
meet
Senior Citizens will
Leche
League
will
Hazel
Warford,
Novemher 24th bride-elect of extended to Miss
Central
Methodist
the
No shopping on the Senior
•at
the home of Joyce McCoy, meet at the Hazel Community
1,-Eddie Sewell, was the henoree teacher_ at; Fayetteville, Tn,T.immttat;- minophia,--_ikkl--`---207so
-iith -15trsiieet,Murray, Center at one pan: for a!raft EMS . Center and.. StaiRL..citiaaip van will bet-'and
—11
'
77
miscellaneous
shower
1 al a toffee held at the home ig, was-the
.
citizens °Mc.Will -be-dead-the-Office will be closed.
at seven p.m.'
-•
'
n
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart, given by. Miss Joyce Kilgore,
for Thanksgiving.
'
.•
Mrs. Mabel Wiley, 810 Mrs- OAS Club.Wariiiii: To
Murray.
Tau
Laratioda_Sorority
of
Phi
_
- .,
The hostesses seers Mrs. Cheryl Simmers at.lhe_A and_.
Bridge will be played at nine
See Marjorie Major
Ray Moore, Mrs. Rudolph R Presbyterian' Church,,
a.m. by the Women of the
wed
Cards
•
ftesda
Play
Y
Th
me
Trowel Consultant
e
et
v
Vme
tbe
"
hat
me
he
W
o;
r1
D
d
l
ii
Howard, Mrs. Ray Brown- Fayetteville, 1'n., on MOndaYi _
Oaks Country Club with Hazel
Lyons
at-seven
A&
p.m.
Notember
14.
Franklin,
field, Mrs. Thomas
The women of the Mb
Beale as hostess.
The guests were the faculty Country Chsb will play bridge
CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
and Mrs. • Wisehart, who
North
Elementary
FTC
will
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 41Z!zaosi
presented the honoree, of the Fayetteville School oTi Wednesday,November 23, • have an organization meeting
A -bake sale, sponsored by
No cup by vs.
-,_ Systemwtio wereserved-rake, itiiiiiiiii _wit-E-Hazeukida_fortbe
wearing _a. wine WU ,ffeena
BoyScoul-Troop,.ages StopERA, will be held in front
•
•
2
s
tea
.
•
- Price saw es
table
-as-boand
mints
from
a
punch,.
•
roses.
'a
Corsage
red
of
tiAT-T0111111I-11- -with
eleven to eighteen, at seven of Roses from ten a.m. to two
For lafenestien ens
Mrs. Earl Warford of Murray, overlaid by a linen cloth and
Winners from play on p.m. at the school.
Travel Uterstiore II,I
p.m.
12
1 mother of the honoree, was centered with an arrangement November 16 were mabie
114
presented a white rose cor- of mums:
753-GOGO(4646)
Chorus of Music DepartRogers, high, Beauton
"'
Whir: Movie Office Maw
, sage.
•
•
'
MiSS I'Varterd chose to wear Brandon, - low, and Reva -inent, Murray Woman's Club,
Hardin Senior Citizens w-ill711 Mule Street
Refreshments of- orange _ a green knit suit with a eor-.., Shelton, second, actording to will have a rehearsal at the
9:30 a.m. to
Juice, coffee, and breakfast' sage of yellow Carnations, gift Virginia Jones, hostess for the First Christian Church at 7:30 have crafts from
three p.m.
._
.
daintiei 'were served at the of the hostesses._
table'overlaid via- S. natural ----.----- - *--.--- - - linen _eldb„embroidered In
green with a centerpiece of
orange and yellow 'garden
flowers. The appointments
were in silver.-'\ - -----4.-u
Among the many g*ts .
called during the morning
a% hours on October eighth inIP elude Mrs. Benney Warfcrd'of
•
Next time you get the urge tO. _ Louisville. ---..-... - • ,
play around in Florida . . .
.
Come to Daytona's Castaway.
the state's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check thee features ...
..
an_Hem .
_a_6513_,It_cia_Eteacti_il_ Ocean iiatichly_f
Efficiencies;

Touts, LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!

A

PLAYGROUll

Bridal Bninch -At

Suites & Apartments
liestaurant & -Lounge
o
17! t4i0it Club. Dancing &
•
ID
(2

Entertainment
2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Ptaygrouner -

iFor Miss Geurin

Another delightful. courtesy__
extended to Miss Cathy Gail
Geurin, November 26th brideGift Shop & Beauty Salon elect of David Eades Rogers,
0 Cade-TV-a Reirterator - , was the brunch held -at-the-, —
Tennis &••Goif PrivilegesHoliday Inn, Murray, --on' -------0 65 Miles to Disney World
Saturday, November 12, at ten
flatly-door-to-door Bus „
a.m.
'/
Service available
.
Frbe chaise lounges • .
Mrs. Guy Billington of
intligicwid..'Murray and Mrs. Y..R. Harris
O
pliatrk_o
me play
!
* ,es Paducah were the hostesses _.
_
...0,0411 con,gesif!
who presented " Miss ,Gettrin ,
yell fouri'd Net-re-Sort! ---,t- - - - - ---- ----- with-s,corsage -of unniature -77rosebuds. •
way coral
a
The table was decorated .
BEACH MOTEL r
I with a lovely, arrangement of
2075 S Atlantic Ave
roses and miniature pompoms
P.O Box 7437
I Daytona Beach, Fla 32016 I designed by Mrs. Mary
Ph 1904) 255-6461
I Hamilton.
1. Please send new color
A delicious meal, consisting:
___Lhr-grhiireAL late sheet
of. ham omelet, bhwbtuj
• .
I muffins, fruit cup, and coffee,
1 Street
was served to each of the
State
City
fifteen persons attending. ,
-Volleyball & Shuffleboard
0 Basketball. Game Room

FROM OUR

a

ta, 45
Re-

COTTO
PRINTS

wide. Full ()oft
F.0/1Prtn5

,c.trr,itted Quantity 5

.sta

-

REGULAR SNTOCK!

FROM OUR

REGULAR

wIc

PANT WEIGH
-TWILLS

/LOCK!

•
100%
• 45" cotton. Tvvill back
• All wide full bolts
Holiday Colors
• Save
on every

• 2 to
.10 yard
• Deni
ms, Twill,Lens
•
Flannels, ShirtinCorduroy,
• Hurry
for best gs, etc.

yord

selection

•

45' wide
Fufl
•
Pr+nred C „Solid boIrs
• Brushed
Twill,
&
• Reg
Uribrushed

_

$1..99,ra.„,

• 45' &

• Looks 54^

bats
likereof
• All
leata
lether
Wonted
• Hurry
for best her cOlors
selection

FAMOUS "KLOPMAN: $4.00._ TO $5.01:1

ALL FROM REGULAR STOCK!
ORIGINAL $1.99 TO $3.99 YD.

NYLON
GEORGETTE

• 100% Polyester
• Full bolts. 60" wide
• • Plaids checks solids
• Hurry Quantity Limited
•

60"POLYESTER
SUEDE KNITS

• Our Regular $1 88 value
• Full bolts, 45"-wide-• Holiday Colors
• Save $1 00 a yard!

•,Full bolts, 60" wide _
• All Better Quality Knits
• Matching Solids & Fancies
1r Come tarly for Blt..,Pick!

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!

HOLIDAY
BROCADES

••
tibits lo01 verde .
• 100% Polyester Suede
• Machine Washcible
• Wcintc-j S.uede

•Fu44-bolts,-,36:•to-45" wide
•4(neefise4-4oem 4* Fot--Eost
• Metallic Brocades. Tapestries. etc
• See these ot $5 00 to $12 00 yd

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!

"W1SS
SCISSORS
•'Reg $7 75 now $388
• Reg $9 95 now $4 98
• Reg $1095 now $5 48
• Reg $12 75 now $638
• Reg $1525 now $7 63
• Reg $17 50 now $8 75

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!

"COATS & CLARK"
MERCERIZED SUPER SHEEN

THREAD
Our entire stock of
100% Cotton Threod.
125 and-375 yord
spool, now or
price
(Dt)al Duty Threod
not Reduced) •

are the most
important person
in the workl.
You

if yOol are
not completely
satisfied I want to Know
call me collect (901)635-2183

1.4&b..
Michael H Rourke
President. Remnant House

9-5(M-Th )
9t5(Friday)
9-5(Saturday)'

V
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• Today
In History

Giving Thanks
On Thanksgiving
-- When--in-icouple of days we say grace over a traditional
Thanksgiving Day feast, it will
be natural to think of those less
fothmte.3utThwjfl be too late
then to help their have a better

day.
At that time, we can regret
their shivers, but AT cannot
send them warmth.
We can sorrow over their
hunger, but we cannot send
them food.We
can
deplore
their
loneliness, but we cannot give
them company.
It is time now to find a way
if we have been blesSed with the
ability to do so — to say thanks
by giving.
•
However it is done, Through

LoW Down
Flt .1M I rump

church,.. Salvation Army,
hoSpital,
Senior
Citizens
organization, prison,, rest
home, etc., and whatever form
it -takes, donation of money,
food 'or- volunteer service, the
hest- way to Haye a reállvhàjy Thanksgiving is to help
someone else have a happy
Thanksgiving.
It may take a little looking to
find a way to do this within our
own means. but it.is worth the,
effort.
If`we -do it now: we-T,vitt knoir-•
as We sit down to the table on
Thanksgiving Day that we
helped give someone else cause •
to offer thanks. It will do more
for our Thanksgiving than even
turkey, dressing and cranberry
Sauce. And that's a lot.
FROM THE

Congressional
Record

Kreps Index
'Called Blackmail
REP. ROBERT H. MICHEL (111.i
"...The COIluilerce Depai lei it is
planning to publish something called a
.4 "social-performance index." While it is
not yet clear just what this index will
took like, some hints have been given by
Secretary of Commerce Juanita Kreps
- and those hints are, to put it mildly
disturbing.
"According to Secretary Kreps, the
putpass.0f-this-index. _woUld _to .be
•"make-sure corporations get credit for
the constructive things they do and also
to prod those who lag in social performance to do a better job."
"And just what is "social performance"? This key concept is spelled
out but it includes "minority hiring and
- environmental Lai-Obis - responVveness•'to consumer complaints,
product testing, and purchasing from
minority firms."...
"In my opinion we have here in
mierocosm, much that is wrong-headed
and silly and dangerous in Government
and in business Secretary Kreps says
'such tin index would serve to keep
corporations from being regulated even
more than they are now. In short, if
corporations do not "cooperate" in this
endevor, who could be surprised if
- severe- regulations are not for,
thcoming? There is a name for this kind
of proposal. It is blackmail.
"Here we have a plan to have

Inside Report
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By!Wt. Garrott
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Government keeping score, according
-to--its- own concept of what the rules
should be and what constitutes good
- social_ performaace."
"Iti'e
s now a sad but tru fact' that
most businessmen are scared out- of
their wits by even a suggestion of more
regulations and they have good reasons
to be because,as even,Secretary Kreps
admits;"dramatic dollar cost" result
_when regulatory schemesare imposed.
In other words the consumer eventually
gets it in the neck...
'President Carter has promised us
less Government interference in our
lives. But now we see, that he will institutional- all of the biases • and
prejudices of Naderism at its worst and
then create a' new form of old public
pillory in which unfortunate offenders
will have to stand, without hope and
without recourse...
"I find it amusing that the scronym
for Social Performance Index is SP1. It
will indeed by spying': First on business
and then on everyone else. Let us stop
thEenoniense before.we ail wake up oneday and find that we have transformed
pur free society into a carbon copy of
that imposed on the Chinese..."-4-±
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROWS COMMENT
Weagree with Congressman Michel,
"Let US stop this nonsense.
It It its land L%

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 22, the 326th
day of 1977. There are 39 days left the
year.
Today's highlightkthistory:
On this date in 1963, President John
Kennedy was assassinated as he rode in
a motorcade in Dallas.
On this date:
In 1643,-French explorer Robert tle la
Salle was born.
la- i890,--Freneh-1eaCler Charles.
Gaulle, was born in Lille, France.
In 1906, the S.O.S. signal for ships in
distress was adopted by an international convention inBerlin.
In 1943, a wartime conferenqe was
held in Cairo by President Franklin
Roosevelt, British Prime Minister
• Winston Churchill and Chinese Generalissimo Chiang Kai-sliek.. .
In 1969, the Apollo 12 astronauts were
on their Way back from the moon after
America's second--manned lunar landing.In 197.2, President Nixon lifted &ban
:
oh- -Amertean ^ travel to CornniunistChina after a 22-year restriction.

You Don't Complain
With Your Mouth Full

h.

If there is anything or anyone for
I can't say that I blame them. It's no
whom we should be thankful as we
secret that they've come up with the
observe Thanksgiving' day aftershare end of the-stick, alas, too many
tomorrow,it's our friend the farmer... .
• Have -you aver tried to -imagine the
+++
•
predictment we would be in if all the
Milk, as Basse pointed out, is a good
farmers in this country went on an
example of the farmers' predicament.
eight-hour day, five days a week and
The rate at which dairy farmers are
demanded an hourly pay scale com- 'going out of
14isiness should tell us
parable to their city cousins?,
something. They're tired of putting -up
That was the.sobering thought thrown
with long hours, back-breaking work,
at us .the _other day at the Murray
low prices and skyrocketing operating
'Rotary Club by a leading dairy industry
costs, not to mention the confinement of
spokesman. He was Bob Basse, since
the dairy farmer's life style.
1972 area manager of the Southwest
'The heck with it," more and more of
Dairy Industry Association, which
them are saying every year."I'm going
includes Kentucky,• Tennessee and
to sell out, go to town, get a job where I
Southern Indiana.
can stand around some machine for -a
Think about it. Can't you just see
few hours at_a time with regular breaks
folks literally fighting over what little - for
'test' jusrffice the test of"em. Let
food would be available for the super
somebody else milk the cows."
market shelves? It's a frightening
+++
thought, and from what we read in the
Far fetched? Not at all.
newspapers and see on our television
In 1955, there were one-and-a-half
screens these days, the _farmers ,jest
million dairy farmers in the. United
Might be giving some serious thought to
States. That's only 22 years ago. Today,
making their place in the food chain
there are only 250,000, and they're still
move secure.
going out of business at an alarming
rate. However, Basse also pointed out
that each of these 250,000 dairy farm
and Rol rt
ak
families still produce enough milk and
dairy products to feed 280 other
families.

NA TO Crisis
BRUSSELS-The real explanation of this immense Soviet buildup in Central
Pact military power clearly moving so
. Western Europe's rising- fears of U.S.- Europe. Indeed, both London anti-Bonn
far ahead of NATO's, the Soviets are
imposed limits on NATO use of ground- (and the French only slightly less so)
now perceived as approaching the kind
launched cruise missiles is more
of superiority that could insensibly lead
perceive in the presumably hard-tomilitary than political: the need for the shoot.down'cruise missile a partial
Western Europe to buckle to Soviet
cruise to balance the immense Soviet answer to vastly increased Soviet
economic and political pressures.
'force build-up in what are called "theater" firepower, with its thick antiThat is the answer to the recurring
Central European "theater" weapons.
question of "why": why is Moscow.
aircraft defenses, and to the new SS-20
The political factor, which leaves U. intermediate-range mobile ballistic
spending 14 percent of its gross national
product on arms (more than twice the
_ S._ NATO allies feeling victimized by missile.
arms
strategic
super-power
U.S. rate) and why has its conventional
"London wants a ground-launched
agreements (SALT), is bad enough for
firepower in Central. Europe almost_
cruise of 2,000 kilometers (about 1,200
West Germany, England, France and
doubted in the past four years?
miles), the French and GennAns about
lesser NATO allies. But truly critical to
As the Europeans see it, the answer is
1,500 kilometers," one NATO expert
the future independence of Western
eventual brutalization of Europe by
told us. ."That would bring Western
.--Seeepe, these-middle-level powersfeel, Russia, where the SS-20 is boiived - steekpi
- -pewee--skillfully -is the necessity for NATO to commanipulated for political and economic
most deployable, within range."
pensate for the Soviet buildup.
ends. For example, French planners
But pressed by Moscow, the U.S. is
Otherwise an explosive crisis within
say Finland's absorption-in the
perceived here to have tentatively
NATO seems inevitable.
political and economic sense-by the
agreed to a 600-kilometer range limit..
Even though the much-discussed
Soviets has advanced much further
With high government officials in
medium-range cruise missile has not
than generally understood. They add
London, Paris and Bonn receiving their
yet even been tested of officially asked - first thorough briefing on these
that Moscow wants an economically
for by NATO, the West Europeans classified matters only last week (by
healthy Western Europe-not one
perceive it as a heaven-sent answer for
devastated by war-to provide the
Leslie Gelb, No. 1 State Department
Soviet proliferation of a fantastic array
Soviet Union with an endless stream of
advisor on SALT), there is no doubt at
of new weapons systems being
technology and experts.
NATO headquarters that only a hardproduced in dazzling quantities.
This is the heart of the argument now
line European appeal might now
To grasp the awesome momentum of
heating up between Europe and Jimmy
deflect President Carter from the
this buildup, consider these facts
Carter. It is a military argument that
agreement he seems wedded to: no
brought together in a recently
today centers on the cruise missile,
transfer of U.S. cruise missile
.declassified NATO study.
tomorrow on something else that the
technology to the, Europeans and no
In the four years ending last "circumvention" Permitting
U.S. will be pressured by Moscow to
December, largely for Central Europe, deployment of medium-range cruise
withhold from its allies in the interest of
the Soviet Union has produced 13,850
super-power diplomacy. Foreseeing
missiles in Western Europe.
front-line battle tanks, including the
this, top NATO officials here are betThe Carter administration belittles
newest T-72 model, against U.S.
•
ting on "an explosion within NATO" or
European fears. Gelb, according
these
production of 2,345; 6,500 long-range
the cruise missile issue by early nest
to experts here, is saying That the ban
artillery' pieces, the latest of which •(a
year-one that will severely test U.S.
on a 600-plus kilometer range will last
155-millimeter) is believed capable of
years . ("just
three
only
a . desires for strategic arms pacts with
firing a nuclear explosive, as against
Moscow at the expense of U.S. loyalty
moratorjmn").' The NATO e-kports
800 in the "U.S.; 5,500 fighter aircrifft
to the Europeans.
counter privately that if the European
(including the third generation MIG-27
appeal is tough enough, Mr. Carter will
now appearing at a 1,000-a-year rate)
be compelled to ease the non-transfer
against 2,800 U.S. fighters.
and non-circumvention language.
of
members
European ;
Few here predict that the huge Soviet
If you are one of those who efon't;or
NATO--particularly the Blritish and
buildup of Central European military
can't lace up to the fact that not rink
West Germans-have been eyeing the
pincer threatens.sudden attack. The
11aye the times changed, but even the
-groUn
-d-launched craise missile as
fear is:different: that politics deliends
idea of tune has changed, then you'bad
perhaps the onlY possible counter to
on perceptions and that, with Warsaw. better „turn ossiock back all..the _Stray
and waitfor the wheel to be invented.
•
.

Isn't It The Truth

- This has come about because of the
farm families' efficiency. Twenty years
ago, a farmer fed-himself and 19 others.
Today, he feeds 56 people in addition to
himself, because within the same
period of time the output per man hour
on the farm has increased Snore than
three _times as fast as the output per
man hour in non-farm activities.
On the average, Basse said, the dairy
farms today are much larger and
because of inCreased efficiency in
production, the total number of cows in
the 250,000 herds today are producing
about as much total milk as the 1.5
million herds were 22 years ago. Some
animals, he said; give up to 50,000
pounds, or pints, a year, unheard of not
many years ago.
+++
Yet, the pressure is building up on the
farm especially on the dairy farm.
Bdbre-tte-- ceritttry-tx--nver;--the
world's population will have jumped
from four billion to more than six billion
people. I don't think it's too far fetched
to imagine having.to stand in line just to
see a glass of milt, much less being
able to afford one.
+++
Another thought-provoking point
Besse made was that in 1950, it took the
average factury worker 15.8 minutes to
earn enough money to buy a gallon•of
milk. In 1976, it took only 9.6 minutes,
clearly reflecting that the price of milk
at the farm has decreased despite the
farmers' soaring costs in labor,
Utilities, equipment,feed and animals.
There aren't many of us-regardless
of our line of work - who'll work from
sunup until sundown, seven days a
week and lose money doing it. That's
Just about what the daiR farmer is
being asked to do. It's no mall wonder
_ se many of them are _simply. saying,
"To heck with it. Let somebody else
milk 'em. I'm getting out." You can't
turn those teats off like faucets and go
to Florida.
+++.
•
So, Thursday when you sit down to
your Thanksgiving dinner,.thank God
for you.
.
r friends on ..the font) who; in
most cases, put it there. If you can't do
that,be sure your moulkisn't foll when
you crenplain.. .
•

By GENE 2%Jcf:1:1'(:llEfa
Murray Leder & Timer; Eciltoe.

Every citizen of our country owes it to
there and even though it was a
themselves, if at all possible, to go to
whirlwind tour(we were in Washington
our nation's capital city, Washington,
for less than.36 hours}the magnificence
D.C.,at least once during their lifetime. _of the city Made quite an impression on
We just returned from our first trip. as.
We hat very little time for sightseeing, but what time we had, mainly
after dark, was well worth the effort.,
The view.of
from atop the Kennedy
Center is enough to make any citizen of,- -•
our country proud. The Washington
The largest • blood drive yet 'ac-'
Monument, the Lincoln Memorial, the
compli.shed in Calloway County yielded
Jefferson Memorial, the Capitol
453 pints yesterday at Murray State
Building and the White House can all be
University. The drive wassponsored by
seen in the Panoramic view from the
the Murray State ROTC and the
Kennedy Center...
Calloway county Chaptet of the
Just being there, rereading the wtprds
American Red Cross.
Lincoln and Jefferson, seeing the of
Deaths reported include Fornie
. splender of, the monuments. to our
- Jotatson, age78.'
• .,"
country and its greatestleaders, is well
David Wall, Mickey Johnson, James
worth the effort.
Bland, Bill Heise, Dana Gish, and Don
0+0
'Shelton won-honors at the Murray High
The- Knight • news bureau in
School Football banquet held last night
at Southside Restaurant with Murray Washington, reporting on a case to be
Slate Assistant Coach Car,1 Oakley as argued before the Supreme Court, says
that the legal issue Involved boils down
'featured speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Hughes, for- to this: "When people flush their toilets
merly of Kirksey, have open house. in in one state andthe product winds up in
celebration of their golden wedding another, is that interstate commerce?"
If the legal issue really does boil down
anniversary on November 26 at their
home on Paducah Route Three. Jessie to.that: It seems that we have become .
Louise Cole of Murray and Margaret the overly litigious society that some
complain of. On the other hand, if we
Rose of Kirksey are their daughters.
Elected as officers of the New Con- are so litigious, the Supreme Court
cord 4-H Club are Robert Brelsford, probably needs a case of two every now
David Smith, Lisa Smith, Rita Hicks, and then that in presentation, at least,
provokes a flush of laughter.
James Rowlett,and Janice Rowlett.
0+0
Whether a teacher should be allowed
Dr. Charles Allphin, Commissioner of 'to spank an unruly pupil is a question _
the Department
Welfare for Ken- thari gone all the way to the U.S...
tucky, was the speaker at the meeting Supreme Court. But there's another
of the First Methodist Men: He was question that even those nine justices
introduced by George E. Overbey, might hesitate to tackle.
Does the spanking do any good? Well,
program chairman. Al Kipp, president,
the Department of Health, Education
presided.
The Murray-Caltoway County ob- and Welfare, that fountain of advice on
servance -of Farm-City Week- got un- -practically everything, is ready to overturn the adage about sparing the •
derway yesterday with an address by
rod and spoiling the child.
Dr. Ralph Woods, district chairman, to
An article in its magazine, Children
members of the Murray Rotary Club.
Today, says spanking slick of serious '
Holmes Ellis and Mrs. James Harris of
injury doesn't improve a child's
the Calloway County Farm Bureau are
behavior and can even produce a
spearheading the special observance of
harmful "syndrome of violence"
the week.
among
children. No doubt HEW's
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dona
research on the subject was conducted
Wilson, age 69..
under scientific conditions.
Loretta Wyatt, home economist with
Ours. was not, so we'll _keep our
the West Kentucky REA, and Barletta
opinion
to ourselves( A word of advice
Wrather, home demonstration agent,
to parents, though. If a copy of Children
presented the lesson on "Entertaining
Today turns up around the house, put it
Friends At Christmas Time" for the
major "pr-bjEct"leaders of taie-rairoiia y ----in a safe-place-outof reach ofchildrerr
old enough to read.
County Homemakers Club held
November 20 at the Murray Electric
System.
Tom Hill, retired missionary to India,
spoke at the meeting of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the First
For there is nothing covered, that
Christian Church. Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk
shall not be revealed; neither hid,
is CWF president.
that shall not be known. Luke 12:2.
God knows all things Don't try
to hide" from God the things of this
life.
Dr. Hugh 14. Houston left yesterday
for a series of medical meetings and
conferences in Louisville and
Baltimore, Md.
Miiiray Ledger & Times
The Rev. Cecil Page is the new pastor
of the Hazel Charge of the Methodist
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
Editor
• R Gene McCutcheon
Church.
The Murray Leister * Times is published
. Dr. Ralph Woods spoke on Murray
every-afternoon except Sundays, July 4. Christmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
State College at the meeting of the
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.
Murray. Ky,42071.Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Murray,
Ky 42f7l.
Woman's Club House.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers. $2.50 per month, payable in advance
Mayrell Johnson presented a
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harprogram on "Hawaii" at the meeting of
din, Mayfield.Sedalia WM Earillingtolii, Wy,and
Paris! Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., 217.50 per
the Zeta Department of the Murray
year By mail to other destinations, 132.50 per
Woman's Club. Miss Johnson was
year.
-Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
stationed as an administrative officer
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
of the WAVES in Hawaii.
Association
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
The Dunaway Trio will sing at the
republish local news prlidnated by The Murray
Martin's Chapel Methodist -Church on
lodger & Times as well as attother AP nem.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
NoVethber 23. '
Business Office
753-1916
In high school- basketball games
Classified Overt&
753-1916 Retail Display
thing7531019
Kirksey beat *.Smithland. Kirksey
Circulation......................... . 753-1016
players Include:Adams, Hargrove,
Nesielindilpersfleg.
'
7511711111f
McGee,Wilson,and Terrier.
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Racers Impressive In Blue-Got Game
a couple of occasions, each
By MIKE BRANDON
"John Randall may have with 33 points.
large gathering a couple of fortunately, the humor came they-could have been, both in often hitting from the 20-foot
team
missed four or five shots
scored
just
range.
there,
he
"See
Ledger &Times Sports Editor • other things. A: Overton said In the form of rather sloppy size and talent.
missed a lot of shots but he'd
But-aim'e thawanyane else, go gk tigem when he did. He- two_
• pfkints- while we've on one trip down the floor.
For the entire game, it was
----.Fred-Overten-eaid-a -few. 04 junior center John Randall Off but there- was -a- reaaoaBut when you play against
the been sitting in here in the
things- -Monday night- 4c) the would be moreofan-offianive_-fOr_ Abitt, _afld the fans who , ckise and it, halftime,the Gold it was the play of Wilson that had one beautiful dunkj
_
excited the' crow -Wilson, end of the game and that male''dislsginom-Oillat but the- same guys lid the time, • -Thorobred
And-those-threat this year than he was stayed around for thesecond fain held a 39-32lead.
few things are what coaches last season. B: Overton said half were treated to some fine
There was really little to get playing like he's capable of it some finale. He actually the game," Overton quipped. you know the offense and
Muff had 12'rebounds to go- defense. Another thing, we
- excited- -about as --turnovers- Playing, wasabove the rim the scored four points on one leg,"
-usuati3evliaTt salr -lfutold-Skeitil—Wriedit-iiVU-Ir.'be basketball:
entire
with
his 33 points. The only didn't press any and that's
dominated
scrimmage
At
first
game.
our
shots
everyone if they wanted a few greatly improved and be a
"In
and missed
Overton laughed.
He swooped up the rebounds , Randall hurt a knee in the other player in twin digits was going to be a major part of our
laughs, go watch his Murray serious contender for a Mayfield, we were ex- the first 20 minutes. The
State team play their annual starting job. C: Overton said ceptionally sharp," Overton crowd did come to life Couple like a hawk preying upon its final minutes of the contest Jarrett, who looked much defense this year.
_
some-rassle-dazzle 'game.
'l*JsinkweU.be exciting for
Once-, 6-11 center but insisted on staying-in the stronger than he did last
Blue-Gold game
last --year-'-a -leading scorer-,-- -said-- of times-on
-the Gold _ ow and still hobbled down season. He had 17 points and the fans to watch," Overton
"We laid off practigt plays, including one slam Danny Jarrett
Oh. and be also told the miir! Muff, a 64 senior for—
-waded.
other
teem
nine-rebOunds.
went up-fOr a -choirfld. the flour on one leg as quickly
ward -irould score 30 points. Saturday" and Sunday befote -dunk, recorded by none
•
.
Wirsotilwas -them Wth
-bin: is moat of the others did on -Tber-e ware other ink_ The fans will get their first Overton was correct on all our scrfmrhage at -Micah thiuT-Johii Randall,
Another
pressive things in the game. chance to see how exciting
sharp.
I
time,
Jarrett
went
up. two.
But the second half...
of his statements. And the and we weren't as
,think the reason we played
The tempo _picked up and for a dunk and Thirclitill,Waa... ,For the Gold team, whlqe. _8stbo_4acksoa displayed great things will be when the ftacers
By The Associated Pres& - bi-Mh8"'"
•
--speed, lAcnriy Barber looked -open next -Monday agajnst
was it but Mike Muff?
,Top Twenty teams in The first hairof. the Blue- rather poorly in the first half from early in the second half there too.
Was Sitting in the press - very-- --tough (though - his Arkansas-Pine Sluff. •
Gold game, which incidentally, last night was because we let on, both teams ran. They -- Randallywhoinissecta lot-of The Associated Press college
--freshlaw Tema
football poll, with first-place 'found the Blue team winning the kidsoff practice- Saturday never stopped running until -shots under the bucket in the box-watching the game shooting was off)-and
fg-fga ft-fta rb pi tp
the final horn. On one super first half, finished with 32 (Overton let his assistants man guard David Lowry of ThrdkiIl
88-81 over the Gold, did._ and Sunday.
7-17 2-2 5 2 16
votes in parentheses, season !pat
six
had
County
points
the
Henderson
Wilson
10-19 0-0 16 3 20
ball
and
22
rebounds.
Wilson
another
the
have
fired
Won't,
fltntiall
play.
guy
.`"They
some..-4111.131
gaach). and 1 taw a
Temrds_and murrains.70ints,_,
.
Randall
18-20 0-0- 23 3 32'
off day until December 18. length of the court to silk- bid-20 points and 16 rebounds watch Muff. I told him Muff OOTiti; five rebounds-and.five Barber
1-6 0-0 0 4 2
based cat 20-M16-1#-1240-9-8-7who while Thircikill, one of the top probably wouldn't impress assists. Another-freshman, 6-5 Warren
Thirditill
6-13 0-0 1 2 16
over
stay
here
Johnny
have
to
They
smooth
Breaks Piot
0-3 2-2 0 1 2
the Thanksgiving Holidays to took the ball in for a slam jucco players in the country him that much and if it looked Robert Kelly, had nine points Suns
Perry
0-0 0-0 0 1 0
'1.Texas (60) 10-041,272
THIBODAUX, La.•(AP) — prepare for our opener next dunk.
last season, had 16 points.
Totals
42-87 4-4 44 16 88
like he hadn't scored 15 points, for the Gold. Former Murray
2.Alabama (1)9-1-01,044Larry Wilson, who averaged week so the two-day layoff
Geld Team
While Randall and Skeeter"' -Wilson is as good as he then he'd have 30," Overton High star Glenn Jackson
3.0klahoma(1)9-1-0998
fg-fga ft-fta rb pt tp
more than 26 points last over the weekend hurt them Wilson were working - the in- Wants to be. This year, he's said. chipped in with eight.
4-9 1-1 2 0 9
Key
4.Michigan 10-1-0912
season for Nicholls State, has somewhat:: Overton said.
smooth
near
as
weren't
Blue,
wanting
'_!We
to,.1:*
good
and
he's
the
6-7 12 2 33
Wit
„
side game for
While - going ,over the
-1.Notre Dame fl)944732
Jazren.-*
'1
22
•
will.
miss
and
foot
a broken
,-histnrof eves-ton unofficlat Oats Overton
--Wanted- and- I ,iealiy
The hfo _ squads were rirni.nY"Tiktre-frlva-,s .Plin101111-- comirtginto
*34'
• 6.Arkansas 9-1-06$
several weeks of basketball, a divided- about as closely as in the shots from downtown, said.
6
o5ackson
looked down and saw Muff had thought we were pretty inTbr
•
TeMer
14 9-0., 9 2 7.
7-Kentucky t1)10-1-0600
- sehool spokesman said
leek-better
did
believe'"ra"gged. But we
31- Oblitts:11e
Ci Jackson
0 8
8.0hio St. 9-2-0486
Monday.
Totals
36-76 9-15 39 II 81
it. Then'in_came the official the second half. I think we
0.Penn St. 9-1-0483
3220—IS
Moe
Wilson, a 6-foot4 forward,
shots.
On
some
hurrying
stats.ahd Muff was credited were
Gold
39 42--al
•
10.Pittsburgh 8-1-1398
fractured a bone in his arch in
4
1I.Nebraska 8-2-0324
the final minutes of an
12.Texas A&M 7-2-0238
exhibition game Sunday
L3.Clemson 8-2-1164
against the Windsor. Ontario,
MED
14.-Wastington7:4-080
Canada,basketball club.
15.Not1hCarolina872-176
He had scored 31 points and
16.San Diego St. 9-1-049
was driving for two more
17.UCLA 7-3-045
when he either stepped on
18.Brigham Young 6-2-029.
another player's foot or was
19.Arizona,St. 8-2-019
stepped upon, a spokesman
20r-Florida' St. 8-2-018 .
said.
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Conven ent Food Store
Hoye you placed your or
us?
be
disappointed
-

*Pies

Will Be Open
All Day Thanksgiving

-ORDE-R NOW
•Cokes

iluck'sare open I; AM Iii
12 PM
5 Point's and Corner of
Glendale & Whitnell

•Rolls

Sanimoft's Bakery
753-5434
.a#

9,„„
Jarrett Stuffs

\

Randall Slam Dunks

Flying Thirdkill
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ncnr,cilnlern
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...A Thne for -Us To
Count Our -Blessings
#

We.12a-ve m-uceirto

•••

tb-a-

for in this great Land of ours.
For we live in a nation of
abundance and opportunity health
and prosperity Where freedom
.. and brotheris our, birthright.
.
••
;
his spirit of brothethitod is one
that our forefathers exemplified
on the first Thanksgiving. And
from it we have established a
Lasting sense of loyalty
compassion and respect for one
another-FOr this we are.
truly fortunate
_Laet's take this holiday as a
time to reflect on all that we
have to r,reasure And celebrate
West Ky. Rural Elec‘ic
Thanksgiri.ng in the'true tradition
Cooperative Corporation
olpeace, unity and love
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Laker Girls Rout Falcons As
Mina Todd Scores 30Points
to a number of turnovers
throughout the game.
Monday night the Calloway
Cindy Aleshire, scored the
County lady Racers shot dovirn first two points for Hickman
the Hickinan County Falcons as she went to the line after
as sophomore forward Mina being fouled by -Callosirey's
Todd led the Calloway girls to Felecia Pinner. Sue Imes and
6346 victory in file season Pinner beth'scorckl froth the
opener at Jeffery - Gym- field before Debbie Cash went
nasium.
to the line for the Falcons to
Todd, with 20 points from make the score 15-4. After two
the field,- also contributed 10 scrambles. for the ball that
• very important points from resulted in jump balls, Cathy
the foul line,
Batts went to the line and
Hickman coach Gerald made the, first of two free
) Vaughn, expressed some throws to make the score at
concerni before the garde: the end of the first'quarter 15-It's going to take a good 5.
effort for us to beat this team.
Early in the second quarter
It looks like they've got a real the Calloway girls stretched
good team,of course they may the lead to ten points;
have the first game jitters but however, the Hickman team
_ then.again we are on their rallied as the Lakers got into
home court. They are a bigger foul trouble during the last
team then we are but we are part of the second quarter.
pretty evenly .matched.:'
Aleshire got two on a fast
Calloway coach Marianne break ju:st before the- butzer
- Davis expressed confidence in -sounded to make the wore at
her girls or to the game. It. the half 23-20, in favor of the
seemed that her confidence Lakers.
t was well founded as. the
The Lady Lakers came back
-4 — • Lakers jumped-to. a-4 lead-•from halftime-refreshed
and
early in the first quarter in immediately Todd put in two
spite of -poor passing that led 15-footers from the right side,
By KENN PENICK

followed up by a shot by Imes
from the top of the key and one
by Pinner under the goal to
push the Lakers' lead to 11
points.
Todd again went to- he line
and aced two free throws
befooe Hielianan could score
on alastbreak ky Lisa Kelly.
With some excellent outside
shooting by Todd and Renee
Overbey, Calloway ended the
third quarter with the lead at
43-27.
The last quarter of the game
was a "falcon shoot" for
Calloway as they- extended
their lead to 20 points. With

four minutes left to go, Batts trouble due to the aggressive
of Hickman County fouled way she played but I feel that
Ferecia Pinner and a slight she will settle down -as the
season progresses. I was
fracus ensued.
Pinner and Batts were both pleased with the way Mimi
ejected from • the game and Winchester came off the
both teams were slapped with bench and played excellent
tethnicaLs..at_the time Imes _detelisive..basket.bo.
went to the line fdt Calloway "Pinner did well under the
and hit the last of the two shots boards as did Wyatt and Todd.
while Linda Lane went to-the .The Janees did real well also
line for the Falcons to ace both in their 27-.23 win in the
preliminarir game.
of her shots.
Penny Overbey and Mary
Wyatt, Ross, and Winchester all fouled out in the Wagoner both played an
outstanding game."
final minutes of action.
With 30 seconds left.on.the . It was the first game ever
clock, Kim Willie came in to for the Laker girls' jayvee
score her two points of the team.
evening for Calloway before
The Calloway girls will host
Dublin went to the line for Lone Oak in their second
Hickman to score on two free game of the season here
throw
attempts.
Mary Ncember 1.
Wagoner-got the last pointsfor
Michas= Comely
the Lakers as she put in a tenIg
of tp
Humphreys _
1 7 1 9
foot jumper from the left side Lane
1 2 2 4
with three seconds left on the Kelly,
2 0 4 4
2 0 0 4
clock. Dublin of Hickman
0 2 4 2
went to the line to score the Pillow
0 0 5 0
5 6 2 16
last point for .the Falcons to t
E hnwe
1 5 0 7
make the final score 63-46.
Total
12 22 20 46
Coach Marianne Davis had
,
takers
this to say -after the genie: •
-Tr
ft'Pt tP
Imes
3 1 3 7
"Todd led our offense and kept Ross'
1 0 5 2
3 1 3 7
us in the ballgame and we Pinner
Todd
10 10 3 30
didn't blow up or anything in Wyatt
0 1 5 1
4 1 3 9
the heat of the game. I am R Overbey
Winchester
1 1 2 3
happy that we won but we Willie
1 0 1 2
0 0 1
played a very, very sloppy Miller
Wagoner
1 0 1 2
game.
Total
24 15 27 63
5 15 7 19-46
"Rose Ross got into foul Hickman Co.
Calloway

LIT .

15

8 20 20-63

(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

PORT
Wild Card Spot For Redskins
Still Possible, Nip Packers
WASHINGTON (AP)— The the scramble by Theismann
Washington - Redskins still was the back-breaker."
have hopes of making the
Theismann, who had it
National League Football sporadic night in hitting-only
playoffs as the wild card 10 of 21 for 124 yards and one
team, even if they almost interception, did not get into
were beaten by a spunky the -groove until neaethe end: young club from Green Bay "I didn't throw welt" he
with the league's greenest said. "I wasn't getting set.
qUarterback.
saw the dogs. (blitzers)
It all came down to three coming and I hurried myself."
plays in Monday night's
With previously untried
television special.
quarterback
David
Scrambling Joe Theismann, Whitehurst replacing -the
under a heavy rush by the injured Lynn Dickey for
Packers defense,searched out Green Bay,Washington Coach
running back Mike Thomas George Allen tried to confuse
for a 7-yard touchdown pass to the rookie by''using every dog
give the Redskins a 10-9 in our play book, including a
victory over the Packers.
couple of new ones."
The fourth-quarter score
But Whitehurst, an eighthwas set up by a30-yard -rifle round draft choice from
shot from Theismann to Furman, wasn't rattled,
Danny Buggs and a 12-yard completing 12 of 24 for 144
scramble by the Redskins yards though he suffered three
quarterback that put the ball interceptions in the second
at the 7.
half —none of which the Skins
"It was a tough one to lose," managed to convert into
said Green Bay Coach Bart scores. Whitehurst was
Starr. "The big play was the sacked six times for 33 yards.
third down pass to Buggs and
Whitehurst said the tur-

novers did hurt the team while
the defensive unit "really
played shell ofa game."
The rookie said he thought
Washington would not score
again after Chester Marcia
-broke a 3-3 tie -with 42--yard
field goal in the third period.
Marcol earlier had a 40-yard
placement and Washington's
Mark Mosley hit one from 35
yards.
After the Redskins scored
the touctdowm, Green Bay
got"ahother 44-yard field goal
from Marco! With 4:16
remaining in the game,
electing net 1e-try- for a first
down on fourth-and-four.
The Redskins now stand at
6-4-and,in. third place in he
NFC East behind Dallas 8-2
and St Louis 7-3. They have a
slim chance to make the
playoffs as a wild card entry.
They still have games
remaining with both the
Cardinals and Cowboys, including a contest with Dallas
Sunday.
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40 CHANNELS AT LESS THAN THE COST OF 23!
Junior High
Cage Results

DUCK, ROSE — It's duck season and Rose Ross ducks to
keep from getting blasted here on this fight for.a rebound. The'
Laker girls opened -their season with an impressive win over
Hickman County.
(Steil Photos by koyin Pooidt)

11101FROIITST COLIMA
NOM GAMMA&
N. Marshall
8 14 12 11-45
Southwest
4 0 11 6-21
North Marshall 145) — Heiklcinen 15,'
SM11211Q4ea1.8.11raildOn.12 and HallZ.
Southwest (211 — Ba rnier 5. Miller.
Coles 6, Cothran 7 and Murdock 3. South.westgirls are IM on the season and will
play at North Calloway next Tuesday
night.
FON Groh Boys
N. Marshall
8 9 12 18-47
12 IV -21 19-43
•
Martha!! 1471—Owens 28, Culp 2,
Naughton 7, Dunn 6 and Lyles 6.
Southwest 65) — Dan Key 26, Brad
Miller 12, Ricky Sheridan 10, Butterworth 6, Tipton 6, Dunlap 3, Chilcutt,
Carraway. Roach, Ray and Howard,
Rebounds: Key 14, Sheridan 8, Miller 2,
Dunlap 7 and lIpton 2. Southwest boys
are now 1-0 on the season and will play at
North Calloway next Tuesday night
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Bowling
Standings
Dinar or Dollar
Fri. Morning Ladies
Bowling League

PINNED BY PINNER — Cmdy Afeshire (25)0 the Falcons is
trapped in the corner-by Felicia Pinner of the takers. The
Lakers took a 63-46 win over the Falcons.

Enjoy

Thanksgiving Dinner
At The

Colonial House
Smorgasbord
Hwy.641 North, Murray
Choose From
dur Large Salad and
Fruit Bars
4 Vegetables

Turkey and Dressing
Ham,
Steamboat Round of Beef
Fried Chicken
Catfish
and Mince Meat Pie
ServiNg From 11:00 (ii L10

Pumpkin

• Adults 3 25
-Chridren 5-9,1 70'
Under 5 --- 95'
—

et,

Team
W
L
13ny Tots
13
M.F.A. Ins.
16
32
Keel's Purchasellre
29
19
• Astro Car Wash
274
: 204
BciefirsLatiraW-C16MeeS :726% -2Th
Ky. Lake Oil Co
26
22
Paradise Kennels
26
22
Allen-Thompson Chrysler.
25
23
TV.Service Center
15
33
High Team Game(SC)
Allen-Thompson Chrysler
643
Ky. Lake Cal Co.
590
Paradise Kennels
579
High Team Game(}IC)
Allen-Thompson
643
Boone's Laundry-Cleaners
780
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
779
Paradise Kennels .
779
High Team Series SC)
Allen-Thompson Chrysler .. .1695
Ky Lake Oil Co
1644
Tiny Tots
1574
Keel's Purchase llre
1574
IFligh TeaM Series r HC))
Allen-Thompson Chrysler .....
2340
Ky. Lake Oil Co
2211
Keel's PurChase 71re
2210
lineliln&Garne 8(34--.--Lois Smith
206
Liz Williams
193
Joan cooksey
185
s High bid Game HC)
Liz Williams
246
Joan Cooksey
230
Terry Onderhill
223
High
Ind. "
Series
0SC
Lois Smith
556
Joan Coolest,'
494
Terry Underhill
• 456
High Ind.Series MC)
Joan Cooksey
629
Lois Smith •
625 Marion Berberich
619
High Averages
I.ois Smith
169
Margaret Morton
149
Mary Harrts
148
Tetry-Underhill
143
Nancy Todd
140
Jane Parks
139
Jean Bland
138
Joan Cooksey . ...
138
Linda Johnson •
136
Hilda Bennett
•
134
Marie nark .
•
134

Track Meet Set
I,OS ANGELES(AP)—The
19th
annual
Sunkist
Invitational indoor track meet
will be held Saturday, night,
Jan. 21, at the Sports Arena,
meet chairman Al Franken
announced Mlinday.
Invitations have been sent to
nearly all the leading track
and field performers in
America along with some .
standout athletes from other
cotattries,Prankensaid:
.

ova
,1
Ro

as
seen on
national
•
SOUEICK

TV

Holidays mean family travel all over- America!
Now, when you need it most, our TRC-466 will
keep you informed about road and traffic conditions for a safer holiday. It's "mini"-sized, just
1 5/8x5,'4x85/8 , to.kfit I n small cars, vans, trucks
And, it's a full feature 40 channel CB—not a
"23- closeout! At this low ariceTRC-466 is also
an affordable gift idea! You get a super deal at
The Shacks huge savings plus the fun and
security of Realistic CB .
the brand America
loves bests

21- 1526

THERE'S ONLY ONE PLACE YOU CAN FIND IT

RADIO SHACK!

SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY. . . MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS 7II•CHRISTMAS

SEE THE'
FOR THE RADIO SHACK NEAREST YOU
PAGES
ti
A niviSioN

OPPORATION

PRIcr S MA 'r vARY Al INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Furgerson A Rich Man,Friends Represent Wealth
-Tot Atônestagetlits year,
this year, his third con- bola
By MIKE BRANDON
they haven't called a spearing
secutive time for the honor. we were 1-4.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
penalty in the OVC in five
"I sat and talked with the
An academic All-American
Bill Furgerson stood before
years," Furgerson said,
last year and a cinch for the kids and told them. they
a jam-packed meeting of the
openly and deservingly ,
honor again this year, he weren't losers. I told them
Thorobred Club Monday
criticizing the- officiating -ishis career with 238 they were winners but they
finiahed
night.
the game.
tackles,
94
assists and 12 in- had not received one, single
He stood tall,- he stood
- We got a little conservative
McFarland will big break. I ad them 'that
terceptions.
proud. Not once did he flinch
in the last half but we wanted
be
entering
med
school when sometime, something good
or show signs of emotion. He
TAT-Make dant-14eire *oh the
he
finishes
at
Murray
next would have to happen to them..
even seemed relaxed.
g‘me. When you have a
There are times when you
spring.
There were probably no
punter punting like that and a
make it happen and that's
man
who
never
received
A
more tears left for Bill
defense playing like that, you
much puhlicity was honored what we did,".Furgerson.
Furgerson to cry. Monday
know you're going te
next. Center Jim Jez, one of added.
afternoon Furgerson stood
"You know, we've beaten
As he did in his resignation
the finest the Racers have had
before a small gathering atthe
those rascals three of the last
speech
at the press conference
in
several
years,
was
callectbrpress corps and announced his
four years now."
Furgerson as the "real leader Monday afternoon, Furgerson
resignation as head football
Then Furgerson turned to
again talked about his
in our offensive line."
coach at Murray State.
the seniors who were being
"Jim is a criminology major assistant Coaches.
Before he made the an- a
honored.
"It's known throughout the
and he may be the head of the
nouncement, he sat at the
•'I have the utmost faith that
conference
that my four
FBI
someday
because
that's
table, near the podium in the
in 10 years from now, you
the kind of guy he is," assistants are the best in the
Racer Room of Roy Stewart
people will be successful in
s.
OVC. They are super people
Fureerson said.
life. And I believe that youlL • PlAY1113-4101101ND — The Thorobred
Stadium. He appeared to be a
Club meeting Monday night featured the offensive and
Next to be Trititiidiked.Was- and they know no hours. Each
look back on your experiences
crushed man. He appeared to
defensive players of the week for MSU Left to right are Big M Club president Dick Stout, defenMike Shields, who finished the of them over the past years
here and say you were glad
have gone for hours and hours
sive player of the week Sam Franklin offensive player of the week Wes Furgerson and Coach Bill
season as the leading blocker. has been approached by
you came to MSU."
without sleep. His eyes were
Furgerson.
"He was another one of other schools but they were
Six of the 11 seniors were
red, AO why shouldn't they
Coach Hina's (Bill) recruits loyal and dedicated to our
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandoa)
present.
have been?
from Gulf Coast College. He program and they all had
But when he got in front of
Furgerson gave statistics on
John Farris, a jucco tran- had 11 tackles and 39 assists.
And then, there, was Eddie came here last fall and was
our
personal.jolerests.
the
microphone,
Bill
each one. Defensive tackle sfer, had 45 tackles and*43 He had 18 tackles for losses, McFarland. " Re became
players,"
Furgerson
added.
little
late
in
tartin
but
Furgerson had all of the
Jeff Boyd, a part-time starter, assists and played behind including five sacks Saturday starter in the Eastern Kencracked'l
—the-— The meeting turned out to be
_composure in the world as he
finished his career with 152 some excellent people. Then at Bowling Green. He finished tucky game his freshman
lie
doetlit't a tribute to Furgersimi, more
Western
tont:
Purvis= Reilfgnsdid the toughest thing he'd
tackles and 47 assists. In there was Sam Franklin.
the season as the leading season. .He started every
have great size but he has than ft did anything else. As
ever had to do.
addition,.he had a 3,2 grade
tackler for minus yardage in game since. He is a cinch to be- great technique," Furgerson evidenpe to that point, there
.
.
In his two years, big Sam the OVC.
Things were about as tough sweeping the room, sat point average.
named to the All-OVC Team added.
wee more people than there
Monday night as Furgerson silently as Overton spoke.
Not present were seniors was food to go around. But
"I once read something that
stood before the Thorobred
Gary Brurn, Larry Farwell, nobody seemed to care.
Club. But.. he had confidence, went like this: Without it, you
As far as the rest of the
David Ruzich, Willie Wilson
he seemed assured and he need nothing else and with it,
meeting,
Sam Franklin was
Whitfield.
and
Kevin
smiled. He spoke with a deep nothing else matters. What is
"Our football season was a honored as the Racers'
pride, a gut-confidence that 'It'?
defensive player of the week
winner," Furgerson said.
"It's called class. I've
seemed to go out and grasp the
"Our kids went out at the was one of Rutter's better
By MIKE BRANDON
managed to finish 14th in the
and
Wes Furgerson, who had a
"If
the
ball
bounces
once
the
learned a lot tonight and I feel
people in the room.
start likIthey really wanted races of the season.
Ledger & Tfines Sports Editor field.
wrong way in the OVC, you super human day of punting at
stronger
by
being
here
beside
Finally, as he prepared to.
The Racers' fourth man can be a loser. And you can be Western Saturday, was the
.toe Namath will be proud to "The people in the depart- it. After e first mile, we had
finish his wrapup of the 1977 this man," Overton said as he
was
Richard a winner with one right offensive player of the week.
ment stores must have been al seven of our men in the top across
learn
there
are
some
other
football season, Furgerson reached down and laid his
wondering what was going on. 30 We did manage to get some Charleston who was 108th in
men
who
wear
panty
hose.
looked out at the audience and hand of Furgerson's shoulder.
Rounding
out
However, they did it by All of these guys were going in ft e publicity for the 31:21,8.
When Furgerson was inpaused for a moment:
Murray's top five was Dave
hose to uiiversity.
buy
panty
trying
to
and
chance
and
not
choice
though.
terms- of money, I am troduced to begin the evening,
Rafferty, who ran a very good
It was 14 degrees at race keep their legs warm,"
man," he stood and was greeted with
not a - -wealthy
'We stayed at the Ramada race-and finished in 3126 for
Cornell
said.
time
for
the
National
Cross
big
ovations.
Furgerson said. "But I judge the first of two
Inn and they had on their 112th place.
While smiling at the crowd, Country ChampThnships in
wealth on the number of
Pat Chimes was 135th in
.;"Martyn Brewer and Dave marquee 'Welcome Murray
Spokane
Washington
friends a man has and I he said: -Damn, that was
- Rafferty-were-panty -he-and -.State._Track Team' tben on,--t.412111- while Dave Warren was
A
coupfe
hours
The following4asurance companies_willhat:
before
the
consider myself a very rieh good' game at Western,"-40:-they said eyreally helpecl. I local television, they had the iltst in 31:57.6.
meet, it was nine degrees.
roared.
which
the
crowd
again
CLOSED
man," Furgerson said, apThursday, Friday and Saturday,
"We're basically a young
-You should have seen it," . think all the'stores had such a film of the first: Part -o-f the
"There were .games we
pearing in his last function as
run on panty hose they sold race and our gold uniforms team and I think our kids ran a
November
24, 25, and 26.
said
Bill
Cornell,
whose
MSU football coach. He was scored more points and there Murray
out. We were going to buy really stood out and gave gutty race," Cornell said.
State
University
team
then greeted to a long standing were games we gave you more
Murray State some good
"I think they represented.
Form Bureau
them for the whole team.
Holton S.Melugin
thrills. But this game was a
ovation.
the school very well," the
CORRECTION
"People were using vaseline publicity," Cornell said.
State Farm Insurance
T.
C. Collie
Murray
businessman classic in every sense. The
Murray's top finishers was veteran Racer coach added.
on the ears, noses and knees in
Wilson Insurance
In the haste of the past
Murray Insurance Agency
Ronald
Churchill, who strategy on the part of my
With a good recruitingyear
order to try ,and combat the .seniar...Martyn Brewer who.
weekend and all -of the
reeeivect a- plaque for his coaching staff and the
Joe Sledd Insurance
cold.
It
was
really was 39th. He finished in 30:18.1 and perhaps a bit better
there
developments,
physical punishment Our
Jimmy years of loyal service
MFA
while freshman Jerry Odlin weather neat year. at the
somethieg," Cornell said major
mistake
was-a
gage-- • • and
the athletic programs at MSU,-- players...
was 40th in 30:18.a.Then came Nationali; The Race" could'.
Bob Kenney
made on our part. The
then stood and spoke briefly of_ Meteed...they sacrificed - football record for 11*
Corrielts Racers had..been, Brian Rutter 71stin 30:48.3..It well-crack the top 10.,
the many years he'd known_ their bodies, with no regard-ranked as high as eighth in the
Bill
years
under
for pain," Furgerson said,
Furgerson.
'nation _ and he was not
Furgerson
at
Murray
-He's always been -awinner spilling out his deep apdissatisfied with their 14th
State was 60-49-4 and not
and a leader and he's preciation and affection for
place finish. East Tennessee,
Incorrectly
60-51-4
as
we
challenged many young men his players.
which
had been ranked as high
stated.
was 21-0 atibeci
over the years to do the
as third in the nation, dropped
We
apologize
I*
Coach
same," an emotional Chur- we had visions of 42'etind 50's.
to seventh and some other
Furgerson for this
But then we began getting all
chill said.
teams
which had been among
mistake.
afterwards, of those penalties. You know,
Immediately
the top five or six didn't even
Racer basketball coach Fred
make the top 15.
Overton stood to preview his
.;
th eguti -vorrthe learn title"
basketball team. But, the
with 97 points while Texas Eltributes to Furgerson still
Paso, which went away from
flowed forth and the crowd,
obviously 'touched by the
the meet thinking- they were
sentiment-feeling which was
the national champions, was
second with 129 points.
Because of the cold, there
were no place cards given out.
Film crews filmed the finish
then a panel of judges wentover thethe film to determine the
actual finish of the race.
Because of a mixup, Oregon
wound up the national
UTEP,
champion
and
returning home for a
For Your
celebration, wound up second_
- r

Racer Harriers Finish14th

NOTICE

SHOP DOWNTOWN PARIS

Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business
GET THE SHIRO

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

HONORED BY M CLUB — Ronald Churchill (right), a long
time athletic booster, was honored at the Thorobred Club
meeting Monday night for his many long years of support
Presenting the award is Rig M Cittb president Dick Stoat.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

I SEE IT

There were 225 runners
approximately 300 who
started who did manage to
finish the 10,000-meter course.
The individual champion
was 26-year-old freshman
Henry Rono of Washington
State, a Kenyan who has
caused considerable controversy throughout the
country.

r'

CAGLE'S
HAS FOUND
THE BETTER WAY

Rono finished in 2833
taking a run-away win over
John Tracy of Providence who
was second in 28:51.
East Tennessee did not run
well at all. Their top man, Ray
Flynn, was 26th and missed t)
one position of being an AllAmerican.

311 KENTUCKY
PADUCAN,KY.
442-9331
115 SO. 4TH ST.
MURRAY, KY.
753-1763
IN MARSHALL CO.
TOLL FREE 527-1624

Here are the rest of the
183,
Wyoming
scores:
Providenee 203, BrighamYoung 231, Wisconson 236,
East Tennessee 246, Tennessee 256, Arizona 258,
Colorado 299,.-Cleveland State
341,
309, Penn - State
Washington 356, Murray State
370, California-Irvine 371,
Nevada 373, Kentucky 376,
Missouri 416, Massachusetts
418, Clemson 420, Arkansas
476, Illinois 480, _Rutgers _498,
Georgetown 513, St. John's
638, Forclham 647, Cornell 660,
Duke 699 and Iowa State 717.

0 qv,

"East Tennessee's fifth man
really killed them. Their sixth
man came in fifth for then:
and the guy who usually runs
fifth came in sixth. In fact, Pat
Chimes, who was our sixth
man, beat their fifth man.
Cornell said.

and register for FREE Christmas Giveaways
Friday, Dec. 16th
- 9:30 P.M.
Over $100" In Gift
Certificates To Be
Given Away For Three
Christmas Shopping
To Be Given Away
Sprees:

First
Second .„.
Third

tlft

It

/.1

'
420"
„.„'220°°
'120°'

414

Friday
December 23rd
9:30p.m.

25"MagnavoxColor T.V.
oro"'

Santa will arrive Friday
Nov. 25th 6:00 p.m.
With FREE Candy For The Boys and Girls. Stores will
)
he open until 8:00 p. m.
Participating merchants will begin
late store hours Mon., Dec. 12th and
will be open until 8:00 each night
and until 10:00 on the giveaway
nights. Shop Downtown Paris "The
most complete shopping center in
this area with over 35 stores to
choose."

ficir

CHECK OUT
OUR LOW,LOW
DISCOUNT PRICES
ON

BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS
BOX OF 16

BOX OF 40

99c $128

TIMEX
WATCHES

FISHVILLE
SUPERQUARIUM
2 COLORFULLY-DETAILED
SECTIONED TANKS
ninZ

(

1

IHø
7,non
,7-4;teeNiMnr1,
11111.11111/11111, -14,
01i1

FREE
GIFT
WRAPPING
ON ITEMS OVER
$5.00 EACH

CLUB ALUMINUM
"SOUP N'SANDWICH" SET
3 PIECE SET
WITH LADLE & TURNER

PRICES GOOD THRU
NOV. 26, 1977
CLUB ALUMINUM "FISH N' FRIES"
SET
SAY-RITE

rt&INTAI
.
"
-•

SAY-RITE-1)
0_

$19
04v88
%trip ‘cr4
,

•
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ICY HOT
MEDICATED BALM

PRELL SHAMPOO
MAALOX
5 Or. TUBE
PLUS . OUR REG. PRICE

DEODORANT
1.5 Or.
*REGULAR
*UNSCENTED

REG.
. 340_
SAV,RITE'S
LOW PRICE

1.64 -

Antacid 12 Oz.
Reg. 2.33

SURE ROLL-ON

SAY-RITE'S

• 30e Off

••••••• va.maa ..111.•

MENNEN

ARMEN
SCHICK

JERGEN'S

SPEED STICK

PLUS PLATINUM

WASH TUB
7 oz.

DEODORANT
2.5 oz.
REG. 1.49

DOUBLE-EDGE
BLADES

20 tab.,

*kV

REG. 1.79

o,

•N.1

96C

JOMISON'S

DENTAL FLOS

DENTAL
FLOSS

*WAXED
•UNVIAXED
•X-FINE
innfikIED

REG. 1.59

REG. 1.39

REG. 1.19

4-WAY NASAL SPRAY
.501. REG. 1.35

‘ootift•E•k:

e

BLISTEX

66c

SORE LIP CARE.42 oz.

48c 78c -

BLIXTIK
-LIP BALM

"""'".

011.1.11

ST. JOSEPH
NASAL SPRAY
FOR CHILDREN
.5 or.

96c
REG:1.49

DURACELL
*SIZED
Twin Pkg.
*SIZE C
Twin Pkg.

DISPOSABLE
DOUCHE
SINGLE PK.
*REGULAR
*HERBAL

FOR CHILDREN
.75 or.
REG. 1.49

n

I INA-.

REVLON

FLEX
BALSAM
CONDITIONER

,y

16 oz. .
*REGULAR
•X-BODY

30e OFF

NOXZEMA

96.

SKIN CREAM

REG.65`

0
620f.
OFF

DISCOUNT

TOOTHBRUSH
FRONT PANELS

We at SAV-RITE

Pirst
in
Price

Bel Air Center:
9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
Phone153-8304
• 'N 11 . I
•
IN,
0

11011E11F-DICATIOO
.550z.
'MEDICATED
*VANISHING
FORMULA

NAS61.
SPRAY
1 or.

• SUMMERS
EYE

NOSE DROPS

ALKALINE
BATTERIES

Complete details
available in our stores

SINEX

48c

ST. JOSEPH
ST.JOSEPH
DRcr

CLEARASIt

.14 or,.

MOW
sa
ea=

VICKS

Prices Good thru Nov. 21, 1917

CONSIDER OUR
PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT OF
UTMOST IMPORTANCE
IN OUR BUSINESS
AND WILL
CONTINUALLY STRIVE
TO GIVE TO OUR
CUSTOMERS THE
MOST EFFICIENT
AND PROFFESIONAL
SERVICE POSSIBLE.

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

SOFF
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ONE DAY ONLY! Thursday, Nov. 24th
Thank Wing Day

KING OF VALUES
t•

t
01W`
dorha"

ALL. STORES OPEN
NOON TO 8 P.M.

-TT

5

/

41/2-0Z.

,r•

INTERCRAFT

gbor"

12"k 16" TO 18"x 24"
WALL FRAMES

geAeit.
CHOCOLATE
COVERED PECANS

Sweet Sue

YOUR CHOICE
Delicious chOcolate covered pecans from the maker of fine Chocolates
for over 60 years.

1•11.14.,110,

•

fOR PROBLEM
HAN"

Vaseline
INTl

4

100
REG.
150

37TO

10-OZ. VASELINE
EXTRA STRENGTH

Perfect for_prints, poal.er,s,„ awarlds,_Coniple!e,wit.h
-glass,-hanging hardware. In Bamboo-look; Black or
Walnut.

INTENSIVE CARE
LOTION

FLOWER
PICTURES
y•etiq GFIG4Gc47

OUR REG, 1.57
=Nam

BABY
- LOTION
144

Colorful selection of floral pictures. 16" x 20"
in either natural pine or. spruce green -frames, 4" moldings. Each picture is framed'un/
with 11

der- glaft_.and i conariteto:with haottiost:Asafd-

ware.

97
A variely of Jungle Cati to choose from! In
sizes 11"x14", 12"x16", and 16"x20". Finf;olor. Eace4
'Shed
framed under glass; hardware included.

Newport

9

and

Stock Pot

No. 33527

REG. 1.44
18" x 31;5" oval fringed area rug to accent
floor.

your

237

GIRLS
Reg. $33.17 $
DOUBLE MOC TRIM

Johnsen-

Bab
_Pow. er

111

24 Ozs.

77

Reg.$2.44

Steamer

Stainless_
Cookware Set

AREA RUG

$100
Reg. $1.44

YOUR CHOICE

7 Piece
OVAL

—48 oz.—

PICTURES

Bounty

4
tO‘

Chicken and
Dumplings

FRAMED
JUAGLE CAT

FRAMED

9

9-0Z,, JOHNSONS

REG. TO 7.47

Listermint

Mouthwash

$500

7

Gargle
18 oz.
Reg. $1.66

Limit 1
Reg. $8.88

$100

OXFORD
500

Lux

t4ktvi

1;1‘
esautr SoaP.4.11
141111

11-FG76-.139-

Beauty

........
•••••••
• ....
..
....... ..
...••••11111....

Dove
Dishwashing
Liquid

Bed Pillow
With Sport Design

Polaroid
Super Shooter
Land Camera

Reg.$1.27
Reg. $2.33

$100

$ 500
Reg.$26.88

32 oz.

• IBANNAMERICA101

9-9 Mon -Sat.
1-Sun.

Soap

5 oz.

Imitaljon leater uppers with soft tricot linrng.
Covered wedge heel and crepe-type sole. Sizes
82 to 4.

-Center
Bel-Air Shopping
ty
Equal Opportuni Employer
Limit Rights Reserved

1

8/

Reg. 431.00

$100

KODACOLOR FILM
DEVELOPED & PRINTED
12 EXPOSURES
20 EXPOSURES
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
Goori ihru

"qr.-

Murray, Ky.
753-8777

•

VALUABLE

1124.77

i99 u'
2 99
ORDER
C",t. 4"-->
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Here's the Answer ffi*

or similar finish. If it has also
By ANDY LANG
been waxed, try removing all
AP Newsfeatures
_fliè wü.iith ruienune Or a
..Q. •=_We are getting ready.to
commercial wax remover.
fix aKd use an extra room
There is a good chance this
downstairs. We are concerned
• • • noise and- want to keep it
misint.aisa wit off the stain.,if „
__from going upstairs as much as
, but we.also want to.• • not, rub' the area with One•
'
-WolifiL•Let little of it "-keep the room itself as nonremain on the spot for a few
noisy as we can. Do acoustical
minutes, then rub again. You
ceiling tiles really help' I have
can els° try lacquer thinner (be
been advised that they are of
sure thWe is plenty of ventilalittle use and that it is far bettion), but this midit also affect
tee to use drapes around the
the finish, which then _ would
_Man.Is this true?
• - •
have to be retouched. In an ex- A. - No. Drapes are exnave to
-trerne- fast,
---ife
-b-Theri.-So
md:abs
cellen-t --1.--use a'varh reitgiver on the
carpets, upholstered ftuniture
r
arm of thair. When the 'finPATIO
and many other non-hard surs
ish is off, the stain will probfaces. But if you do not use a
ably come with it. But some of _
soiuRr-abllOrbeht Material an
*C*
it may have soaked into the
the ceiling, you nullify .the efwood, ip which case the chair
11411111111111
fect of the other -materials,
dialer
arm will have to be bleached,
•
since a flat, bare, hard ceiling
event,
any
In
refinished.
then
will reflect sound more than
DINING
be elimican
shitIOW
stain
the
unless
else because its surW
. Si TC14 t N
_ . am
nated-simply by taking off the
So large. When tiguid
l
fiirr
-1*.*a MalI -1111 Ilk.
HAP. 111.111'
ser.
wax or rubbing with denatured
Ets.s hard surface, it bounces
Il•
alcohol, some kind of retouch•back,producing what is called
-*
inevitable.•
is
-refinishing
or
ing
sound reverberation. Thus, the
MALL
room itself will be noisier and
IWO CAI
vara
bought
recently
I
Q.
loom,
LIVING
so will the upstairs room.
GACAGC
_.
synthetics
_nish.
prObalilY
which
--441414Mk**.
arr.
Acoustical ceiling tiles absorb T
belitj
/WASTE!
finish
glois
high
a
.
Producedsound, which is why you usual1
SIDS"
•
it that
is
Why
-I
like.
that
net
de
ly see them in a restaurant
111;.4'n 14111'
dividlor
manufacturers put out high
with a large capacity. The next
when
nobody
finishes
gloss
time you go into a large restau4
likes thenr?
PQ.a SC
a —
-rant-that Is very noisy, look up.
Ii
- A. -. Nobody likes thew?.
The chances are rit does - riot
....•
do!
Besides,
persons
of
Millions
have an acoustical cekling..
Diti"Cf .
Fiii gloss filibiliet are general- - Now, if you combine a soundly easier to clean and are usuabsorbent ceiling with other
FLOOR PLAN
ally preferred for surfaces subsound-absorbent materials, you
ject to heavy use or severe
will have a room which is quiet
THIS RANCH HOME with its three bedrooms has a sweeping line that gives
treatment.
and which doesn't send any
impression of a larger house. Plan HA1013P by Samuel Paul is 1,697
the
upstairs.
noise
(Home do-it-yourselfers will
square feet including the garage, which has a ground level storage area.'Me
Much valuable information
9. — I had a bloody nose find
plan provides for a full basement or slab construction. To obtain more inhandbook,
Lang's
Andy
in
recently. Some of the blood
formation, write to the architect-enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
Repairs"
Home
"Practical
dropped on the wooden arm of
envelope-at 107-40 Queens Boulevard, Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.
available by sending $1.50 to
a living room chair. Nobody noTea5,
Box
at
newspaper
this
ticed it for days. Is there any
neck, N.J. 07666. Questions of
way of getting out the stain? I
general interest will be anhaven't done anything yet.
swered in the column, but indi4 HE
A. - You will have to exvidual correspondence cannot
,0111
0
periment. It is assumed that
be undertaken.)
the wood hese varnish, lacquer

Husbands and Housework DonAlways Mix
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsleatures

work; he just senses his owe
inferiority in that respect, she
esplamed. When she returned. •
A husband who put corn meal
instead of soap powder in the from an emergency trip to her
Parents' house she was amazed
washing machine' It was by
that the kitchen floor hadn't
mistake, but it has happened in
been washed or the floor swept
the love,libnor, obey and
under chairs in two weeks. He
Set.
just said that he was planning
It- seems some wives base -- to get to it, she commented.even been eager to drop tbst_ ..One wife has solved that
share-the-work idea. It It-not-- -- problem: Only ask them to do
only expensive, but our house
big things - washing walls.
always looked as if it had been • waxing floors, hanging curtains
.burgtarized," said one 25.year- - things a mart feels a women
old
shouldn't do. Her husband is
Men simply doo'e have the
willing because she doesn't ask
knack of the fine art of house
him to.do the piddling things.
husbandry whatever it is supshe explained.
posed to be, say wives who disWomen have a greater sense
e
cussed homemaking
dux-ups.
feels;-perhaps because-they
",Sainetimes I've been happy
kir:
r4
e
too
eth
:
by
ttae
4A
tto7
ubm
l
ab
tnio-rwid
amd
ivgeanle:
lco
ti
e
iGb
fer
wl
that I can get to a house job
mothers. In her house, the boys
before he tries to help me,"
said onesecretary, who aims to
were rarely expected to help in
spare her husband's feelings.
the kitchen. That's why they
"I never know what he is,going_.._ hate small chores.
next. For example. in abto
coking, MariY
•'As
sentmindedly cleaning out a .
wastebasket, he managed to------more 4o-take the stFlial, fairdia
discard a brand mew, blouse
--that was in a shopping bag that
he-used for the trash."
All 'For one wife it was the end
of her favorite dress.'She had
8"
asked her husband to give her
a little hand with the ironing
.and he Osed a very hot iron on
her- gaiment
- manmade -'
suede.'It iklmost seerneclas if

a-

Blue

Stiff
Pr

Ift
ndc4
bilhve w
he
a
sn't6lnistseng;
4t ss
en
gue
eganuTi
when I told him how to do it,"
she said.
Even so, most wives are in
sympathy with their husbands.
-He has a lot of things on his
mind,'" one 27-year-old said of
her husband, who is a certified.
public accountant. She had hoped he would help cut the
house budget but so far he has
H
increased
went to the market-to
buy Chinese cabbage and came
back with endive and wss surprised to find that it had cost $6

N

USE

S
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood burning fireplace for every budget.

Also we carry
a fall line of:
-.Alen Franklin fingliket
...Automatic Wood Heaters
fr-Wood&CoalStOvtS
edOiies, glass sugtElti
iv- Plus manyH
related gift items.

Slop in and disci& you Replace needs with our
igallfied sales persopel.
ei ail Items and Bank financing
available.
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
753-4150

By ANDY LANG
AP Newidelhires
One way to keep your- house
'from looking too much like
your neighbor's is to install a
TOOT rif.a "(lifer-id-do-Tor This
can be done during the'original
construction or when "a new
roof is in order.
While this desire to avoid
sameness is a laudable objective, the use of color should be
— Considered primarily-Fes an exterior decorating feature. Much
has been,•writtite about interyor
deco?ating, but home owners
are less than know1PAgeahla
when it comes.to the exterior
'elements of their house:s. Yet
it's the face of the home that is
seen by more persons than the
inside.
The roof is the- largest unbroken- visual _expanse__ia_.
-c 'houses,
.•
so It must i "dodsiaered the key to exterior decorating. Sidewalls and trim are
subject to more frequent color
changes, but you can expect to

"live.with" your roof color for
up t5 years,Manufacturers of roofinghave provided greater flexibil*Nigel-tor decorating by.
ity
prodaing many nevi Colors and
textures in recent years. Asphalt shingles, the most popular type of roofing, offer an extensive range of colors. In addition to all the traditional coof
colors, the shingles now come
-th eatthttine-monin - su
browns, buffs, olives and slates.
ApAy
iFor a eopy
booklet, -Guide to ffie-Mion
of Quality. Roofing.:'...sencL
cents and a long, stamped, self-

Ear_thtorte colors and the
three-dime niieria I pearance of the new textured
shingles not only relate a home
tp its environment, but can also
be used to coordinate the.roof
with masonry walls and muted
siding colors.

Be Sure To Stop By and See Our New

Featuring

replacement

the following lines of appliances

*Sub-Zero Buift-in Refrigerators & Fnttezers
*Kitchen-Aid DIArs-Compectors-Disposers- Mixers
•Thermador-Built-in Ovens-Cook
Tops-Micro Wave Oven
°Ronson-Built-In Mixers

*Scotsman lcernakers
'Elkay S. S. Sinks
*Grill
•Tradevvind Hoods & Ventikttors-Can
Openers.Toasters
'Gamble-Chopping Blocks

Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities by...
*Coppes Nappance-In Oak, Maple Et Cherry

*Quaker Maid

•EASY CREDIT
TERMS
•FREE DELIVERY
•BUY TODAY,
•WASH TOMORROW

WE
SERVICE
WHAT
WE SELL

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

*IVIerillat

A food waste disposci
one of those products that
Once you've had one. is Vel
hard to live without.
SOggy corn flakes. chick,- p
bones. apple • Cores. potato
peelings and the like all
be shoved down the sink
pulveriled and instanil
gotten..'
So when a disposer grind,
to a halt,. a major kitchen I ts
aster occur.s. To help cost-consciiiii,
homeowners reduce the.cos.
of replacing an old disposer
Generwl Filectric offet's
. six-page booklet on hov,
JO-it -yourself. The illus
!rated guide provides. sic;'
by-step plumbing and clo7
tricot instrultlions for inst.il
" lotion of five Disposall* 100,!
waste disposers.
• The booklet is available 1";
writing for Pub. Nol 8-72Itz
- General Electric. Buililmc
"... 4-149.- Appliance P.aik
Loisisvine Ky 44225

Elbows $189

II-

ncluding Fuel Triple Wall Chimneys

Murray Supply.
C
o., Inc.

753-3361

7°3 f Morn

--

Pvltike tills a holidayseaSOn
they'll always rd 1iember:.
with aZenith C fA r of
ually 441),
111*
1978

alla ANA(

.„
,4

7.4 4"s
41'
v
t••.:4s

•

rm.'

*sal
,\

-4419
,
•Z
.47
-'.2110** 11
NN-\
/ '•
',

111
'
-70-$
•••. V
4.•

to

25"

11111
•

you thatgreat
re omatically
SET!
THINK OF IT AS A TV CONTROL ROOM IN YOUR
picture
color
the
corrects
...
picture
color
the
controls
It
30 times a second automatically!
The COURBET
J2522E
Transitional
styled console_
'
Casters.
Beautitut

ir

•.

CI

-..

in dispcmer

Kitchen Displays

Adjustable
6" Blue

• -

Phone 753-1916

14.4
Booktei

24"

/TRAYS TO ADVER77SE...ADVERME WHERE/TPAYS
a
if;0,y55;;f
- V2:::rj

addressed envelope to KnowHow, P.O. Box 477, Huntington.
N.Y. 11743.)

A dark roof works in the opposite way, especially when it
is combined with touches of
bright accent color low on the
sidewalls. Dark colors help
make the unusually tall or
steep-roofed house seem less
towering, which is why it is often used for certain two-story
houses.
Be extra careful when choosing a roof color'. Once you select
,
_ color
. have
_ and
.
_ a particular

Another wife is sure her hisband doesn't consider' it meaningto help with the_house_
•

When it is used effectively.
roofing color can make a house
stand out as well as complement other color elements of
the house. It is a definite part
of exterior design, a part that
.can improve the entire structure. If the roof is light-colored.
the eye is attracted to it, Was
giving small or very low houses
lin added dtmehsion. On-a- con:
temporary house, a white roof
can create a sense of airiness..
On a low-sluneranch, it makes
the house seem taller. Entirely
aside from the appearance
standpoint, white helps to keep
a house cooler, since it reflects .
part of the sun's heat, making
it an- ideal 'noose -topping in ---warm climates.

Thinking ofBuilding
or
-- Remodeling
Your Kitchen?

In Stock

Other Accessories Available

the shingles installed, you have
to live with your decision. --

'

kitchen chores, but lots of men
enjoy cooking when -they are
given free rein.
"And you can't give
opportunity to do a big meal or
it will be highly cholesterolwith gravy, butter, cream, all--.the fattening things. And they,.„ _
leave a kitchen in chaos." She
and her husband' argue
about food. He insists he's .e11-2.
ten nothing but hamburgers;
and spaghetti since they were4.
- married.
One 23-year-old girl was
cerned that her husband of two
years inSisted on using the fine
china and silver instead of
regular flatware and pottery
for everyday meals.
"When I told him these wedding presents were - for company, he said, 'well I'm company.' With his china-breaking
record I really can't let him
handle it at all. So I take care
of the dishes. And that may be
one of the reasons he was inspired to make the suggestion,"

The TRUMBULL
„12624k4 Early American
styled console:asters-- —4-Beautiful
simulated Maple
wood -gram
finish

Antique Oak
wood -grain
finish. -

SAVINGS

2500

The
FLORENTINO
J2526
Mediterranean
styled console
Casters Choice
of'brutiful
simulated Dark
Oak (J2526DE)
. wood -grain
finish or
simulated Pecan
--f*J2-528PTiVo671,.grain finish.

Up To As Much As
(Off Suggested List Price)
-With—

25" Consoles
5
9
589

Starting As Low As$

Compare prices and service and save at your
--local Zenith Dealer

4 ZENITH'S ELECTRONIC VIDEO GUARD TUNING
1
helps keep the picture sharp far years!`•
.Power Sentry Voltage
Regulating System

----rm...." • One-Knob VHF and UHF

,_
STOP IN TODAY for a demonstration at

Channel Selector

our full tiITIC to thl' sales andservice of electronic products,

Tucker T.Vi Sales & Service
191.4 Coldwater Rd._
_

753-2900
,
•

•
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The policy ot Rose's as to have even,
adverb:N.011am atoCk If for some unavoidable reason the edverbeed me(
OSMIUM .a nat
stock. Etasa... vat
issu••ruin check on fewest that can
be used to coutchese IRS merchanckse
aLlagessie price sewn Itie-resechahreeeaveisble. or comparable merchandise tee be offered at a com
Pane* reduced Pnc•• It HI Its. hones,
ntentan 01 Rose's to back-up as
Ot -Satalackon Guaranteed
poIc

WWI"

an sgiving ay umy

Central Shopping Center

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY

Thursday
lov.2 1V77

•lanta
-Claus

. -.
ROSE'S STORES INC

7. ft • 1 •

is coming totown.
Santa will be
arriving at

11:00 a.m.
Thursday, Nov. 24
- -on a
---ftetruck

New Store
Hours
Starting November 26
9 a.m.to 9:30 p.m.
0
2%"
Light
Satin
Set
Balls
—$ 58
mopes
Christmas

Lighb

Beg.$2.57

.1

1
4" drives
Features %" and /
and set of metric and inch
sockets. AN pieces are
chrome plated inct nist
proof.

Long
Sleeve

Tele-Match-

Dress
Shirts,

T.V Sport Game
lieg 29.7$

Reg. to $16.00
$248
,8

v‘rotissult
5-Roll

Foil or
Paper Wrap
38
$
1

Reg $1 98

"APY;;411,

"'AI/ -

HOMELITE
XL
CHAIN SAW

Swivel
Rocker
Reg$4499$36°

Light Weight,
7.2 Pounds
Automatic Chain Oiling
10" Bar E. Chain
Cuts Logs Up To 20" In Diameter

'It

APIPTAII0,411WrAPPWANOWWAIMIPPIP740./400
,
"W"411P7/41.,1411r
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At last—
topies with a
difference
you can see

Copies-If-On-our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
--liar black Sabots-are--— •
tormalPtelyhllpd%mkt
fluty-look as-iltkeYee bees
Inaterf. See for yourself, no
obligation. Call us.

BIG

Marine Private First Class
Joanne E. Duvall, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. S. V. Duvall of
V/
leth. tt., Murray, has
completed recruit training at
,Marinis.-Corpa ,Raeriat
Depot, Parris IslandS.C.
- During the eight-week
training cycle, she was introduced to the typical daily
routine that she will experience -diking Tier enlistment, and Studied—the per.
sonal and
professional
standards traditionally
exhibited by Marines.
She participated in an active
physical conditioning
program
and
gained
proficiency in a variety of
riiiltaty Skills inducting &Se
order drill and first aid.
-Teamwork and self-discipline
were emphasized throughout
the training cycle.

44

50C

sma5

BIG it+

OFF COLOR
ROLL
tz+
ertirryto

ROW &NY SUM 05 COLO& NIFGATIVE
RGMEAI PER col PO V
•4111V. (401. •

MR.COFFEE1

DRIP
COFFEEMAKER

Drip filter coffeemoker brews up to 10 cups of flavorful coffee
fast. Cold top water goes in top, coffee comes out in seconds. MC1

DEAR TROUBLED: Don't worry about "making •lies
oUt of yourself." You already have. Now you must 'fess up.
(She'll understand.) Give her the recipe, and if it's as easy
as you s,arit is, and as delicious as she heard it Wits,.it will
leave 'only a-good taste in her month..-

Lluir 0%1 ROLL PER COMA'

5x7COLOR,
Enla
si 51 rgement 69c

-DEAR ABBY: Like so many btliiiThiVer thought rd
be writing you, but my whole life is-so messed up 1 need
your help. - • __ •
I'm an 18-year-old girl and Ifeel like 35. My reputation is
totally gone because I've slept with just about every guy I
know. I made it through high school by the skin of my
teeth. I've attempted suicide twice. I've seen a •
psychiatrist, but I can't get it together. All my friends
have given up on me.
My family keepsIvracking their brains to find out where
they failed 'me. They really tried their best, but it was a
game- 1 played to see how much - I could -get away with..
I can't remember what it's like to feel respected or to
respect myself. I am ready to say to hell with life because
I'll never regain the love Ind respect of those I love.
There is nothing left to save. J can't even turn to God
because I've let him down so often. Please help me.
HUNG-UP HARLOT

DEAR ABBY: A friend called me and asked for a recipe
she'd heard Lhad. A mutual friend had told her it was the
most delicious casserole she'd ever tasted. Well, it was just
a can of this and a package of that. A child could throw it
together in five minutes. I was ashamed to tell her it was
so simple, so I said it had been in my family for years and I
promised my grandmother I wouldn't give it out.
This has been on my mind for days, Abby, and I feel
terrible about it. I don't usually lie. I'd really like to square
things with her, but I'm in so deep now I don't know how
to, without making a liar out of myself,
TROUBLED CONSCIENCE

On Any 20 Exposure
vFLOPtO &

Free-Living Teen
Close to Despair

DEAR HUNG UP: You still value life and want to regain_
your self-respect, or you wouldn't have written.
Start by getting _back into therapy. Put all your faittIrts'
and mistakes behind you.- -God forgives. Accept
Him-intoyour life and let trim work His wonders. But first,. g•t4cour
head together by forgiving yourself. You can do it If you
try. Write again and tell me how yesu are. I care.

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS

rn'Se-isamearymn

22, 1977

. DEAR ABBY: A very dear friend of mine recently died
of a terminal illness after fighting a valiant battle for two
years.
Her-sister, Mary (made-up name), cried the loudest at
the funeral. Yet Mary saw Very little of her ailing sister.
She could have been 'a great help to her because she had
Utile and lived nearby.
After the funeral, Mary said, "I know - I didn't see mtfe/i
of my sister when she was sick, but I just couldn't bear
to
sees ,her in that condition, It wouid hurt
totruntc/r.'`
VVItatis your opinion of such an excuse?
_
A
IE ND

rit

DEAR FRIEND': It's a poor rationaltsatip_r_i, huk_wileaa.
person doesn't Want to do itinieThrig:one-eiciiie is is good
as another
For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,Beverly Hills.
Calif. 90212.-Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
(240 envelope.

Knives

2 25h,
(In Stock)

UJEST letEND1

Reg.;14.47

Cook- =was- while-your. owoeL_
'A'djusta.ble-heat control with 5
settings. "See-thru" cover

SONS .
PERSONAL SHOWER

Off

DALTON 30"
TOOL RACK

Let's Stay Well

Outside Ear Infections Usually
Encouraged By Water
By F.J.L. Blasingame,
0: Mr. W. M., who lives
on the Gulf Coast, writes
that he has been having
recurrent outside ear
Infections, one of which
required that he be admitted to the hospital for treatment and, to relieve the
pain. He wants to know of

10% OFF
Everything In The Store
'Free Gift Wrapping
BANKAMERICARD
i

Closed from 4 to 5 To
Prepare For This Event

ERMANS
I 4sNzv:

LOCATED IN THE
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY

any suggestions to prevent
such trouble. He wonders
whether such infections
will damage his hearing.
k You -fail to mention
whetheryou are a frequent
swimmer. Many such outside ear infections are due
to fungus attacking the
skin which leads down to
the external auditory canal
as far as the eardrum.
Earwax is nature's way
of protecting the skin and
eardrum from insects and
infection. Getting water in .
the ear frequently from
swimming or showering
may dissolve away much
of the wax, and the warm
humid condition in the
canal encourages the
growth of fungi,-especially
in parts of the country
where humidity is high, as
on the Gulf Coast.
Once the skin is brOken
by the fungus, bacteria
Anax_enter _and...cauu_An
infection. This canal is surrounded by bone, and the
swelling related to such
inflammation can cause
pressure and severe pain.
Treatment consists of
medicine to relieve the
pain, local cold to relievc
the congestion in the inflamed tissue, and sulfa
drugs or an antbiotic to kill
out the acute infection.
Prevention is best managed by keeping water out
of the ear canal. Avoid
trying to dry it with cotton
swabs. If you swim occasionally or shower, a few
drops of glycerin (available from your druggist
into the ear and a small
cotton plug may help to dry
out the ear canal. The
cotton can be removed after it has had time to
absorb any moisture which
is present.
Such infections which
are outside the eardrumi
have no adverse effect on
hearing. It is sometimes
temporarily impaired
from the swelling but returns as soon as the-canal
opens and the- infection
subsides'
•.

Reg. $7.19

Use as an overhead shower, or
as a had herd shower. pushbutton diverter. 4105-PB-PK
(40055 -

Hefty 10 amp, 2 hp motor d,
livers 5800 rpm. Boll, roller bear
ings.-Insulated. U.L. listed. 457)

Amazing organizer for your
work bench or tool table. Mounts
on peg board or wall. 2536
22756

Recharges overnight! Unique
type chuck needs no key. Break
resistant housing. Ul. listed. 4007
!241731

Sig- capacity- boic-with-fu-14-ticer
tray. Drowbolt with padlock
eye. 153(, x
x
AA1.50

F{omeffrer—rbtet
with built-in motor, metal stand,
2 extension wings 2'2 HP
34-660

ROTARY STRIPPER

Drop-le -cartridge.type _tape isrseplaiableT Built-tn belt clip.
_
Chromed -platect caseP1312
-

20 9 1.4 9

ffdISkflt, tPrfTrfeirr
set & filed. Firmly bonded
handle.8 point saw. 26".
P191AG
. 42.0-0 1

Prices Good
Through
December 24, 1977

FASTER,
CLEANER.
Easier
than any
other
way!

Reg.
$12.95

New Amazing Whipping Action
does hundreds of big and little
hobs on all surfaces.— furniture.
metals, masonry. autos, boats—
without sanding, burning, scraping or harmful chemicals!

lightweight scroll saw sets up
near any outlet. Versatile; can
cnole- most any type cut 550

Department
at...

Murray Supply Co.Onc.
Murray. Ky 153-3361
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2 Notice

2 Notice

;rossword Puzzler
•

Nr

FOR SALE
55 Gallon

Drums

Thornton
Tile
& Marble .

,SU
• 04.,.:” .

_
•
'..yalure
• c,,,w,cuo,
- WA. god• •9
'De'es!s
.' Si

s

81250,11
40 Poor
co*
s
Car
34 El...a.
tool
ones 43 Nev. Deal
r,cre
dqe

CHRISTMAS
OPEN
HOUSE
NOV. 27th
1 1- 5

1
4

2 Notice
HORNBUCKLE Barber
--Shipp,- • shaves .and
haircuts. 209 Waldrop."

Snirlev Florist

I.TATKINS
'FOR
'Products. • Contact
HohnanJobes,217 South
13th, --75341211.

& Garden
Center
SOON 41k

5 Lost And Found
FOUN9 ADULT female
bull dog with -collar.
Vicinity Whitnell. Ave.
Call 753-5923.

1111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111
Possesses

•

:CLASSIFIED AIDS)

-L4 Ci,:,e••• 4

•-r•-••

t Pe,r
,

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
'Wallets low as 24-cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
- Arteraft. 118 South 12th,
7510035.. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

ot
.

4

roae'
'eep
s,

•

f-4 U led
:•••1•61iI1e

Tag5 ,5Q00 IDEA
TR't THE OTHER
DIRECT;ON.:

MI=
11118111
1111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111
SIMENIONNIE111111111111
111111111151111111111111111
MIME 111111111111111•11

• NANCY

ING
LIST FOR M
PART. LIvE
GOT TEN,

•

-1

°OE
)

BEETLE BAILEY
IT'S JUST A NOTE
TO MYSELF

, ZERO, 15 THAT
AG FAST AS
Oj CA N4 TYPE?

COQA CsiANTE0 ME TO
TAKE TANGO
i-ESSZ5Nt &7r T
I REPuSED'

7.'4

JUNGLE HIGH CH/EG5 7 K WHAT'S
THAT
-WALK TO THE OREAPEP .

PHANTOM

HEAP.,

15. Articles For Sale
10 Business Opportunity
-NEED-SOMEONE-to-do- -ROWING EXERCISER, •
ironing in my home. Call GROW EARTHWORMS
iiheimew. Call 753-5688.
..ZP-0738. .
for profit. Free AltaWORM WORLD, 1810
MILLKINS OF Nis have
ACCOUNTANT
South- Josephine,
been cleaned with Blue
Secretary. Typing and
Denver, Colorado 00310
Lustre. It's America's
bookkeeping required.
or call Mr, James.
Rent electric
finest.
and
resume
Send
Collect (303) - 778-1026.
shampooer. Western
handwriting sample to
Auto, Home of "Wishing
P. 0. Box 270, Murray.
PARTNER WAN'TER in
Well Gift Shop."
small well. established
WEEKLY
$200
electronics, sales and
34" GS.. electrle'
-ROSSIBLE. _ stuffing
service business. Must •••••"- and Whirlpool- portable
envelopes. Send a ,.selfbe personable and well
dishwasher, $40 each.
stamped
addressed
qualified in all aspects
Good shape. Call 753envelope to Fischer
of electronic servicing.
%41
_ .
Enterprises, Box 127,
of
resume
Send
Eureka, South Dakota
and
qualifications
SAVE 1.10 on latest tapes
_ 57437.
current financial datua
& albums. Everyday
10 Business Otioortunity
to P: 0., Box 1002
discount prices at
Murray&Ky. OWL
.LEACH'S MSC _Gt. Pl.„
ACCOUNTEES 5101
•
YOUlt ON MACHU
in Paris.
Utilize a combination of
12 Insurance
proven marketing, in office
OAK AND HICKORY
data
and
production,
CANCER
processing systems that have
firewood for sale. $15
been refined over 28 years.
INSURANCE
and up. Will deliver. Call
Call C. V_ Fox it 800-322-9000.
COMPREHENSIVE
753-2359.
PLAN.

WHERE IS Paradise? Is
in
Jesus . Christ
Paradise? If not, where
is Jesus Christ? For the
answers to these and LOST ONE SMALL tan
-female Pekingese dog.
any other questions that
In vicinity of 412_
might arise check the
Sycamore, call 7534580.
pages of the only instruction book inspired
6 Help Wanted
by God for the use of his
NEEDS baby
people, The Holy Bible. TEACHER
sitter for one year old
For a§sistance call 753boy in my home.
0984.
References and trannecessary.
sportation
DAY CARE will open for
BUSINESS CORP
Call after 4 p.m. at 753confieement,
night service,6:30 p,m,
Hospital
_ 7264.
pipeliner
LINCOLN
surikal, X-ray and cobalt,
1 a.m.
. Friday' and
GROW EARTHWORMS
unit
Generating
welder.
110
benefits.
extended
otbor
Saturday nights only. COOKS, fountain, par
of
ft:
for profit.. Free Data300
rebuilt.
just
atiketion
in
AGE LIMEY. Pays
Call 753-4481.
hops. Apply in person
WORM WORLD,- 1810
lead. Call 759-1000.
all other insurance. For fwSonic Drive In, Murray,
Josephine,
South
titer information sim Wayne
Ky.
Mum at 202 Soirtli 4th or
Denver, Colorado 80210
BABY BED, $10. Baby
WILL BE BUYING fur
ca* 753-3243.
call
Mr.
James.
or
walker, $5. Carry-all
through
Monday
TEACHERS, other
(303)-778-1026.
--mat $1100.-Ca111513240.
Saturday anytime after
professionals. Enjoy _ collect
14 Want To Buy
12 noon for 2 months. 641
second income with
SEVEN PIECE drum set.
for
AVAILABLE
LOANS
STANDING TIMBER by
South on Tom Taylor
new
to
company
A-1 condition. Must see.
and
farms,
business
the acre or footage. Call
Road. Watch for sign,
Western Kentucky. Call
Call 753-5110.
conand
personal
M. W. Henry 7515670.
for appointment only
solidation: Some 6
GIRLS CLOTHING, size
759-1370.
percent interest loans
WANT TO BUY 14 inch_
10 and 12. Call 753-1389.
to
MUSICIANS WANTED
from 5,000 to 500,000.
rims for Dodge Dart.
buy Martin, Fender,
up.
New business start
Call 437-4291.
Help
CARPET 100 per cent
Gibson, & MusicMan
Call 502-885-1795 bet-nylon. 24 x 16._In .good
Wanted
Guitars& Amps.Saw-at-ween 3 and 11 p.m.; 7 GOOD- -USED- -MOBILEcondition. Call 753-2347.
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
LEACH'S MUSIC Er TV
,Full-time and partdays week.
in Paris.
-time, day and .night
WESTERN WEAR story
help. Must be 18 years'
EXPERIENCED CLAIMS
located -in shopping
phone
No
-or
older.
'
' WHAT- IVE. do beSt" "i:s
center in Southeast
must
•
ADJUSTOR
accepted,
.ealls•
?SS._
BEEDLINE4
Missouri. Sales over
apply in person only.
Immediate opening for an experienced property
$5,000.00 A month.
Also- rnanagernest
and casualty adjustor to cover Western Ky. reporContact Byerfinder,
trainee.
ting to our Madisonville office. Candidate should be
WILL
BE
OPEN
Apply at...
Sikeston, MO.
people oriented, possess good written and verbal
Thanksgiving. Serving:
skills and have at least 2 years multi-line adjusting Turkey, dressing and all
BY OWNER, building
exposure.
the
trimmings.
with 7,000 sq. ft. Skating
Gallimore Restaurant,
match
rink, wrestling
Position._ offers company par, attractive sallry,
downtown„Hazel.
and musical shows.
good fringe benefits and a rewarding career. Conconarea,
Recreation
SPRINGS
CYPRESS
tact:
._
ceskieri---Itand; new.
• Restaliraritlivelloiritig
Tontitovise-c,-14eilest Mutual- tniXance dimpanf,
Small
system.
beautiful Ky. Lake is
2955 N. Meridan St., Indianapolis, Ind, (Call Collect)
507 Mall_
down-payment, assume
open Friday, Saturday
117-9734371.
klursay, By.
loan, _,Located
m.An-Equal Opportunity Employer
*no not arreartranritiavm- •
----Missouri. Call 314-649tA2A0p_m..I
for-your dining pleasure.
7218 or 649-9990.
Call 436-5496.-

Happy Thanksgivmg

THAT 9 WHERE
WE'RE TO MEET.

FROM-

w._PEOP W0005...:

t.

6 Help Wanted

--3,.
--7
....'

:

.. , ) v
•.
• r6'• ,,, ,
.....--t_A)1,1
4
i

,

KOPPERUD REALTY
your
hotline
to bigger
sales
results
CLASSIFIED
SECTION

Rill Rayburn
Sales Associate

George Gallagher
Sales Associate

Ellen jones
Secretary

Hill hoppertid
Broker

Geri Andersen
Sales Associate

During this time of Thanksgiving, we the folks at
Kopperud Realty wish to thank the people of Murray
and Calloway County for your cooperation and support during this business year. We wish you the happiest Thanksgiving ever.
MURRAY'S FASTEST GROWING REALTY

Ph:753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)
Bill Rayburn 753-4474
Bill Kopperud 753-1222

KOPPERUD
REALTY 1!r
George Gallagher 153819
111 Main
n
Gerilnderse 753-7932

Harry Patterson 492-802
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22 Musical

55 GALLON drums $5.00
each with removable
tight fitting end lids. Ky.
Candy Co., Alma, Ky.

WURLFTZER PIANOS &
organs. Rental applies
to purchase at LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV in Paris.

29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR SALE or rent 10 x 50
all electric mobile home
on country lot. See Ben
Nix or call 753-1372.

41 914 4.1 4i)
I cqq7 fñp et
Y1,
i91
'
'44:•

46. Homes for Sale
BY OWNER, 2 bedroom
frame in Kirksey. Call
489-2492.
47 Motorcycles

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 CAPRICE, 4.speed
and CB radio. Call 7561241 after 4,p.m.

51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p m. 436-5896.

51 Services Offered
LIcE1.185.1) ELEcTRIC1A14 .prompt efficient -iimilrfOe. NO job
too small.- Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

1MS 44G -MIDGET, 4
THREE BEDROOM
LICENSED ELECBARGAIN OF the week
encyclopedias,
44,000
GENERAL HOME
APARTMENT SIZE
TRICIAN and gas intrailer in Lynn Grove.
through December 3rd.
miles, new tires and
remodeling, framing,
refrigerator. Call 753- C-USTOM
685 month. References
stallation
Heavy duty 5k-2 ft. tie
battery. 25-30 mpg. Call
will
do
MADH,
aluminum siding and
5980
plumbing, heating and
down
753-0056 after 4.
straps. For
MATTRESS for anticale- -- required. Call 435-4526_
gutters. Call 1-354-8051
sewer cleaning-Call_753- - 'motorcycles,- boats,
-.2 beds or campers: Buy
0,1-142-41195
7203.
TWO COUCHES for
cargo, etc. list $11.M, .1/73 PLyMOUTILCustom
- direct from factory and MOBILE HOME Spacel._Fox-:• Meadows and one makes into bed. Will
special TIM
save. See their elegant
Coach Estates. South
tank
sell cheap. Can be seen
Motorcycle Parts
Wagon. Good coriffitiart
Bamboo, Wicker and
16th Street. Call 753and backhoe work
307 N. 5th.
Supply, N. 6th & Walnut
with good set of tires.
Brass furniture. Wises
needs. Also septic tank
(across from Bus 750.00. Phone 354-6217.
West Ky. Mattress and',
GREEN
cleaning. Call John
EA RL Y
Station) Murray, Ky.
Furniture 1136 South
GRANDVILLE
Lane, Phone 753-8669 or
American sofa, $40.
CONTINUED
---Hours:--- Tuesday-- P71
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-.„ MOBILE HOMES andDUALITY soma
Pontiac, good condition.
mobile home spaces for
436-2586
Good condition. Call 753or 4364348.
900-530
Saturda
:.
y
Now
Aroy
443-7323.
ALL
....bpen unlit_ 9:00 .......Reasonable price. Call
rent, at Riviera Courts.
comPany
Arcak
3489.
_
dation sales and serCall 753-3280._
436-5687 or 436-2318.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
' Thursday di Friday un-•tu
SMALL 74*mm:chord
vice:
Modern
sheet
exterior. Also dry wall
-ChM
32
stm
organ. Like new. 35.00.
C1-nsett--Apa,tments For Rent
1975.PWTO, one owner.
ELECTROLUX sales and
mein
department.
finishing. 10 years exThanksgiving.
Underwood portable ay'ACANT,
16,000 actual miles.
service. Call Tony
furnished,
Larry
perience. Call 436-2563,
Wisehart,
A-2
typewriter, MAO. Good
apartment. $85. No pes,
$2250. Call 437-4786.
1975 850 Norton CornMontgomery, 753-6760
President. Phone MRalph Worley.
condition.
.
_Ca11153-2695. • tall 753-8333_evenria:
mando motorcycle, has
or night.
OM&
1077 by un nevi
Synd•cat•
electric
start. Front alld 1E6 MONTE CARLO,
111111MHIMIIIIIIIIMWw FOR BACKHOE and
AVAILA
BLE
NOW. NEWLY
18 Sewing
•DECORATED
Landau, loaded. Ex- INsIJiAFióN SAVES
rear disc brakes. Only
Urethane foatif.- All bulldozing needs. Call
apartments for girls.
SEWING MACHINE,
has 200 miles, like new. -cellent condition. One
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
sizes, all densities. Cut
-$ec Attics and walls
60.00
per
43
Real
Estate
month. Call
filly guaranteet, full
1,475.00. Also have 1973 • owner. Call 762-2154
3544161 or 3544138.
to your'spees. West Ky.
blown. Free estimates,
753-3685.
eash, rake MX- WM*
Harley Davison 74, has 7between 8:30 and
Cabinet Co.,. 196%yetory
•
INCOME
Call 7534316.- PROPER- CALy(X,1 BEAT THIS?
3b for Rent Or Lease
Martha Hopper, Route
-MI- accessories.
YOuNGBLOOD'S tOOP
Avenue. 753-6767.
645
N.
4th
TY...12
Street - Athouses, 2
5, Benton, Phone 354good condition, has 1972 OLDS Toronado. All
Commercial a
GENERAL BACKHOE
tractive and desirable
26 TV Radio
apartments located near
power and air. We have
8619.
residential. General
10,000 miles. Will sell for
- Mini
work, graveldhauling
country-like place in
MSU. Owner will conto have a four door. So
2,200.00. Call 753-6564.
carpentry. 10 years
SAVE - MARANTZ Stereo
Warehouse
and top soil. Call Joe
city. Aluminum siding 2
sider financing with 25
_HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
You can save. Only
experienc
e. Call 759-1524
Components Speakers Beard 4491n6
Storage Space
or 3 bedroom house in stusuz
per cent down. A chance
NeedleariCenter, Smith
$1495, Call 753-1499 or
ilifter-I p.m.
um
T400. Cafe
5 year
Warranty.
For
Rent
peak condition. Electric
of a life time.. Call
16th Street in Fox
753-1492.
type street bike, drag
Discount on system
753-4758
heat, wall-to-wall
now...Loretta Jobs
WILL KEEP children in
Meadows, now has
bars,
chambers
,
prices
500
at
your
carpeting, draperies.
Realtors 753-1492
my home, anytime.
--Patemayim--Tapestry_
miles on new engine
Magnavox-Dealer-inChain Saw
Situated on 1-acre, treeyarns in stock, also
provided.
-rir
900.00. Call 759-1012.
Paris. LEACH'S MUSIC' HORSE StABLE
And
studded lot. Under
Call 435-4173.
Paternayan 3 ply
rent, pasture land also
authorize
d
dealer
& TV.
for
49.
John C.
Used
Cars
&
Trucks
$30,000. Call or come by
Lawnmower
Persian. Materials for
available. Call - Mike
both Starcraft and Fan.
Neubauer
Boyd Majors Real 1968 FORD GALAXIE,
DRIVEWAYS and
Brannack 753-8150
counted stitch, cross THE FOLKS at Sunset
Sales and Service
Travel trailers and pop
parking areas white
Estate,
753-8080.
automat
ic,
between
power
and
crewel, anc
8
5.
.l.B065_
• Realtor
up. Take advantage of,
Boulevard _urge...you:10
rocked and graded. Free
embrodery.
--siggrk
VALmotor
w-391
hurry and lay-away that
fall
prices
frit
on new 78
Property With Us
37 Livestock Supplies
Eastside Small
- -estimates. Clifford Good gas mileage.
_Latch, hook in 28
models and be ready for
Pioneer Car Stereo for
753-0101
SWIM* Sc.
Garrison, 753-5429 after
Engine Repair
designs, knitting and
4shleY, wood . stove spring. Bank financing
Purdom & Thruman
Christmas to guarantee FOR SALE - 7 feeder
p.m.
'
without
jacket.
753-0468.
,Call
Call
436crochet, YaTh• j -fad
Highway 94 East
to tpive the _pioneer you
available. Located 4
lasurance & Real Estate
accessories for all your
753-0400
miles
East
of
.viant.. Pioneers great
Murray
.
.
on
LARGE "MERCIAL
Southstd• Court Square
neediest-4s.
-Pinto Pony. _ ... _LOT -;-,gner of- US441
- demand nationwide-this GENTLE
Ilighwair....94.
Mt_
most
Fmtp
_ can 7
cAtAxs
4,3.6446. ,_
E
_,_ and Green- Plains
RENT 1111LSERVAC
7534451
0605.
year-has already tensed
500, 2 -door, automatic,
N.
WIRING_
a shortage oil some
"6-8Efleattir
38 Pets Supplies
• 1.74 acres. Adjoins L&N 1111.1111111111111111111.111 '- air condition, 350.00. WESTERN KY.
MF 135 DIESEL tractor.
earthed deem carpets ashome and industrial, air
TRAVEL
models. Some come on
Pioneer
chain
saw,
Railroad
right-of-way on THE WILSON Insurance
4500.00. Call 489-2387 or
AND
TRAILERS - complete
conditioning, and
over
to
Sunset LABRADOR
115.00. Call after 5, 489EASILY the East side. Excellent
, 489-2298.
WALKER (treeing) dog
and
Real
sales and service
Estate
refrigerMiOn, heating. /A pound portable poweet
2570.
Boulevard _Music,
location for retail or
for
sale.
Agency,
Call
house does all the work
area
code
Inc.,
has
'departme
helped
4741941.
nt
C411
at
1-24
Dixieland
and
Center,
service businesses. IF
901-2324692.
to solve your real estate 1975
Route
68,
Cadiz,
Call
Ky.
EfFECTIVELY
Chestnut St.
FORD ELITE, white
_
interested, call Stinson
JACKSON PURCHASE
WANTED
cleans, rinses and Vacuum
-- - '
5.0-8507
needs for over 25 years.
with
green
vinyl
out
AKC
deep
top.
dirt and
down
•
REGIST
ERED
Realty, 753-3744.
. Insulation of Murray
SERGE person to take up ZENITH TN. SALE.
If you are a buyer or a
51. Services Offered
grime in a single sweep
Many .extras and new
-Ca-e4r,
or-----announce
Trade
-------yrnents orra 25" color
s its. opening_
now and save. a--g--------aellee-and-wetan-be!IL.
:
Ns. plic-753.754.
5 .-_----:1SPaittela and Beagles;
. TV. Call 753-7575.
color T.V.'s bought
--- --- ---.service to you -please
sal MI
elem.**trey
,
Now taking orders for $1750 IS THE full price for
professionals
do-at
Call
sbetween now and _
759-1820.
call 753-3263 anytime, 1974
AIR
COMPRESSORS
1;0°
4A'
CAPRICE, 1 owner,
a fraction of the cost
Christmas puppies'. --Cill -the residential building ' Our pledge
Christmas get free 1
-TO- you -h---Mew
Rebuilt units tepees
excellent. Call 7534,648.
YOL;SAVE UP TO
lot.an US-641, 5 miles
year-service-. SIsient- - _. 492.8861.
915-00 PER ROOM)
of all 'stakes
competent, courteous _ - ---.- -getting
SPINET COASOli PIANO FOR
those
small
South
Zenith Sales and Serof
Murray.
507-442 9396
service.
L918 CADILLAC Eldorado
SALE Wanted: Responsible
plumbing jobs done?
vice, 18 miles West of ST. BERNARD pup, AKC - Measures 300 ft. deep
party to take over piano. Can
Coupe,
excellent
conThen call 753-6611
registered
.
Call
be seen locally,. Write Mr.
1-2477
and
has
85
ft.
frontage
Murray
on Highway 94.
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
dition,• air Condition,
_Pavers. Box 327e Carlyle.
•
- - ': - - Tin. VW-highway; If-hi-- ----;4 bedroom brick 011-8
'Open 7:30-5:30, 382-2174.
Tainois 62231.
9
4-Tower
'
- -ateeringi-win'- W
L' L - II-4 U L
39. Poultry Supplies
terested, call Stinson
Sissons, your friendly
x 2% lot. 2 enclosed - dows, brakes. Al-FM
DRIVEWAY gravel or
it
V
I
er.
porches, exceptionally --radio, lock aruL--ad,
FAT DUCK- ready for -Realty Co., 7534744.
decorative rock or stockbet
alp
fey
812.00
•
dap neat, well-kept home on
justable steering, all
27. Mobile Home Sales
Thanksgiving.
Today
23. Exterminating
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Decor Store
Wiswell
Rd.
Priced
leather
and tomorrow. Call 436in
seats.
85010irA KOPP RUD
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
&SAM Gamer 7,3342
FOR SALES acres of lapd
ihe„...2irs. Call t53-3263 • Call 436-5412. 2405.
REAL
Y
fenced
with
net
wire,
3
.
Wilson Ins. & Real
FREE
54. Free Column
BASEMENT? We
• bedroom trailer 12:60
"For Real Service
1970 AMC Hornet, 4 door,Estate anytime. .
Ir Termite
make wet basements
GE washer and dryer CRAZY LAVERNE
FOUR PART Cocker
6 cylinder. 750.00. Call
In Real Estate"
dry, work completely
Inspection
stove, refrigerator,
puppies. One grey and
753-4917.
71I.Moin 7531222-wanted an-immaculate 3 •
guaranteed. Call or
Full selection of Iii quality
C•rtrtie4
couch, stock barn,
white female kitten. Call
bedroom
brick,
built-in
heed Coyle Nan.
ktatk towels and accessories
w Report
write Morgan Conlite K10 Chevrolet. 4x4,
Waldrop Realty
chicken house .24x24,_
753-3293 or 753-3994.
kitchen with breakfast SMALL FARM - 40
struction Co., Route 2,
equipped. Call 753fully
building good for garage
Business"In
area Plus dining area, acres, some bottom
Box 409.4. Paducah, Ky.
Murray Home
TWO PUPPIES,8 weeks
3632.
Kelly's Termite
or shop. Good well and
Since 1956-Franklin fireplace in land, some nice timber.
42001. Phone day or
old, vs Pekingese. Will
&
Auto
pump
in
hargeblaC
753-5646
k
well
_
.
den,
well
&fest Control
detotaled, Four room house, goad
1974 TRANS AM, white on
night 442-7025.
be small dogs. Call 753Chestnut
hous_e.
St.
Priced
carpeted, priced in the mobile home,
white with red doeskin
5923.
Nam meal aid operwes me. Se
reasonabl
e:
Call
753-3077
low
30's.
Now
we've tobacco barn and stock
yoweimmit
me emitted•leb
interior-.14OP-,-A14-FM:- CUSTOM CARPET care.
46.
Homes
For
Sale
ask for Carlene.
le
Inland it, we can't find barn. Tobacco base
tape. 37,000 actual
Stearn clean one room at
100 South 13th St.
Laverne. Are you in- available. Located N.W.
BY OWNER -3bedroom
Phone 753-3914 miles. Call 759-1696 after
8sents per sq. ft. and we
1974. MOBILE HOME, 3
terested? Call 753- of Murray. Phone
brick,
Sp. m.
11
/
2
will clean the hallway
bath,
$375
bedroom, 2 baths,
Roaches,Sliver Ftsl.
1492...Loretta Jobs Kopperud Realty, 753economica
l
gas
free,
central
limit 4x10. A 10' x
central
heat
and air,
and Strube
Realtors.
heat, electrical central 1973 MONTE CARLO,
1222 or visit our office at
10' Mom would only be
-underpinning, nice-front
$315
"'
-air condition. -Wair10
711 Main.
2,200.-00: - -ExcellentIII
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
porch. Furnished or
REALTORS
wall carpet. Three walkcondition. Call 7674561
unfurnished. Call' 753•••••[•••••••
. in closets, attached
between 12:30 and 5 p.
3418 after 5.
13,
1
• garage and double
m.
escSamar
The None
concrete driveway. 1701
Number In
$100
Magnolia, 35,900.00. call
1972 VOLKSWAGON
South 12th at Syoemora
Save! Sava!
753-7906.
Squareback. Good
Can Buy From
TEL EPI-EONE 7531461
20 Mile
condition. Automatic,
BILL JONES 305 S 12th
*759-1661
SALE
BY
FOR
Free Delivery
radial tires, 995.00. 1971
For All Your
OWNER-4 _ _bedroom
-COUNTRY -POLIES--,-CAW pickup,-excellent-Real Estate Needs
house. Near.university.
Lociited 6 miles from
condition, 1,350.00. Call' PROFESSIONAL carpet
and
Complete
sine
and
Is
31;ered, reedy t• use. Or buy a U.kild
Murray.
Priced in 20's. Call 753a
This
3
489-2595.
and furniture cleaning.
size
precut
any
standard,
will
but
ep to 24160
moody t,..*le
p.m.
after
5
8726
bedroom,
11
/
2
bath
home
Servicemaster
offers
best
Hut
bay
and
Boil?
Custom
-assiediod. $trep the rut than come to
1962 , FO.RD,, good
offers easy; happy
steam.
dry
or
_Nam
for less.
HOUSE AT 318N.- 7th.
jonommumtlISTIDNI BURT PROIABLE BUILDINGS 751 Otlii
dependable car. 6125.
family living at a
method.- Servicemaster
Would trade in on brick
The Nelson
Murray Manor Apartreassuible.price. Home.
has ben _clermirig,_ the
--house.- Taff- 15341170---- .merrt-F-7.
•
is situated on 11
/
2 acres
Vest homes for over 30
Shroa
before
t
5.
Co.,
with lots of shade trees
years,
and are Number 1
1976
GRAND PRIX, low
and two outside storage
professional
in
the
HOUSE
Realto
AND LOT for
rs
mileage, orTe owner. Tilt
buildings. griced
cleaning business today.
sale. Located in town.
landau
top,
Wheel,
32,500.00. 'Phone KopCall Servicemaste:, 753After Rours
Sell cheaper than rent.
excellent buy. Call 753perud Realty, 753-1222,
0259 today.
- Call 753-59%.
759-1716
4331.
Real
Estate
DO YOU need stumps
Headquarters in 41111111111111MIMINIW
removed from your yard
Calloway County.
HOUSE AND 4 acres or land cleared of
4
Newly listed executive
IMMEDIATE
e
1
41
MT.IMIT:
stumps? We can remove
r.
home located four miles
64;
POSSESSION - Three
• •
stumps up to 24"
O
west of Murray near
bedroom brick charmer
beneath ground. Leaves
Southwest Elementary
on beautiful wooded lot
only sawdust and chips.
So Much Room
School. Home features 4
near the university.
Call -for free estimate,
bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths,
For The Money
Owners transferred and
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
`
family -room
with
eiraZlit
want quick sale. Home
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
The late Dr. Ralph Woods home is a full city
Buy your kids a pony for Christmas and buy
fireplace, formal dining
4411110164.411.1111141411.1rmdar'..."
has economic- natural
block in length - Border Main in front and
mom & dad a place to keep it. Don't pass up the
room, fenced baekyardl,
gas _heating. fireplace,
1
2 baths, 4 or 5
Farris in back. House has 2/
chance of a lifetime to own -a mini farm boroutside storage buildtng
FISHiRMAN'S HIDEAWAY
fenced backyard and
bedrooms, family room, living room, dining
dering Gatesboniugh Subdivision WI Johnny
and many extra fine
much more. Priced to
Cypress Springs - 2 Bedroom cottage. electric
Robertson Rood. A nice 3 bedroom home with
room, 2 fireplaces and a separate I car garage.
features. Phone goosell fast! 20's. Phone
heat, carpeted, range, refrigerator, air conhuge trees,6 acres total with 5 acsfenced,-plus
Priced at only 56,500.00.
perud Realty,753-1222 or
Koppern‘Realty, 753ditioner, all furniture included. All this on nice
a barn in excellent conditin. This won't last long
come by our coh1222. WE are working
wooded lot for only 5000.00.
- Call us today to see this n w listing.
veniently located office
hard to provide the-best
at 711 Main Street for
possible service to you.
assistance in any real_
,
1 144., Rent
estate matter.
16. Home Furnishings

24 Miscellaneous

Fok--vaiiiiitiiit

(/

low

111111131111111

y

•

•

FRESH LOAD

SIGNS

Murray

ORANG8
GRAPEFRUITS
CUCUMBER
BELL PEPPERS

759-1707

•rto Ti
(late

•PF•44

Waldrop
Real Estate
753-5646

Pete Waldrop- 7534646

Waldrop, Broker

QUALITY

120 Sr•eet

Guy Spann Realty'

REALTY
Marsha Norton 753-0765
In

Business Since 1956 .

5271468 7539525

901

"Your Key People
In Real Estate"
753-7774
Sycamore
lawny, ty

753-8080

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

'THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIEND!. Y
Warren Wooster* 733-1777
Aware Needy 153-11031
• 80.ber
.r.rrn 753-4136

Waldrop
Real Estate
753-5646

TOUCH

1,1 Noah /33-2187

Reuben Moody 753 9034
Horne, MOH,753 /119

Pita Weldrino-753-5646

N.Y. Madre',**kw

Priorsttio Horton 753 0765

In

gosiness

Since,? 956 .
•
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Deaths and Funerals
Roy B. Smith Dies

Funeral Wednesday

At Hospital; Rites

Walker
For .•Otis
.
-

Panel Recommends New Energy
Agency Be Created For State

for months. ,
1 FRAN1CFORT,, Ky.(AP) — policy and a workable means
Carroll "first -tackled- the
The funeral for Otis D. Gov. Julian Carroll is eonsid- to implerna those policies."
Carroll was a strong- sup. energy question in the ComWalker will be held Wed- ering a recommendation- that
nesday at two p.m. at the anew cabinet-level agency be porter of the creation of a new monwealth in August, 1925,
s
RoP4Iii. Smi' th of Benton chapel of the Max Churchill created to. pull together all federal energy department as when he signed an executive
Route SIX., formerly of Funeral Home with Elder state energy-related policies part of a national energy order creating__ the new
Calloway Countyssyed Sunday Arlie Larimer officiating. anL_ prografs.__ _ .,.. policy. In an interview earlier Department of Energy, and
- year he said, 'There has transferred the state's energy
at 9:40 pm. at Lourdes Nephews -will serve as
recommendation """ this
—
will
burial
and
one major department to research , efforts from the
pallbearers
to
be
Hospital, P.aducah. He kas ss
made by .a special five-man
--Oak
'Lone
the
coordinate;
to make sure Developpent Cabinet to. the
-in
follow
years of *age.
-.
coriunittee that the governor
County.•
Calloway
are
se.emetery
in
programs
carried out." newly. created Kentucky
The deceased was an em'
asked to explore the
the
at
call
may
Frank
Harscher,
Priends
the gover- Center for Energy Research
consolidating
ployee of Air Products,
possibility of
The Energy Department abnor's
liaison
to
the
national
Calvert City, and was a funetotliqme after six p.m', energy functions. "
sorbed the functions of the
Governor's
tonight
(Tii
esdayl•
Association's
umbrella
proposed
member of the Oakland
The
Mr. Walker,sage 66, died agency would include the Energy Committee, of which Kentucky Energy Office in the
United Methodist Church.
Commerce Department and
at
'Ism.
sp,ssu , January , 28, 1921, in Sunday at 8:40
existing Department of Carroll, is chairmen, cited
Kentucky Energy Council.
the
Paducah.
Hospital,
Lourdes
Energy, the Kentucky Center Carroll's testimony before the
Calloway Comitv,. he was the
The governor has completed
er
son of theslate Herbert Smith He was a resident of Paducab„,!..
; Energy Research, the Government ORerations
- --one-reorganisation-in thes-De-Oak' ss-- Irtrnent for MTn-es —and Committee In 94:sfungton
last
and Mary Lucy gcuniters—a -member ct the Lone .
pertinent of Education, and
Prututive Baptist Church in Minerals, the Kentucky Public March.
Carroll
called
Smith.
has announced he will sign an
retired
County,
a
Calloway
Service Commission, and President Carter's proposed
Mr. Smith is survived by his
Modine possibly -the
of
Kentucky realignment of energy executive order before the
wife, Mrs. Odelle Boggess employee
first of the year creating a new
Geologic Survey,if the gover- agencies "the first step in our
Smith, Benton Route Six; one Manufacturing Company.
Department
of Buildings,.4wife,
by
his
survived
kle
is
daughter, Mrs. John (Diane)
nor approves the coriittOttee's national- quest .for a comHousing
and
Construction
to
Lane, Ledbetter; two sons, Mrs. Louciean- Weatherford recorrunendations.
's s
prehensive and sound energy
incorporate functions of
Roy Douglas Smith, Paducah Walker, one daughter, Mrs.
The governor said Mondays direction."
several existing state ages
Route. Nine, and Gregory Gayle Joslyn, two sons" it was . "prethatute to
liarscher said the =solicieS:
'
D.Gene
and
0.
Charles
• Dean Smith, Benton Route
,speculate about such a , dation of energy agencies is
Six; three brothers, Marn Walker,-and eight- grand; reorganization," but indicated not a new,thought, but that - It is -expected that Carroll
Smith, Murray, Willie Smith, children, all of Paducah; he favors the idea.
Carroll has been considering it will create a new cabinet-level
energy agency by executive
New Concord, and Brownie three sisters, Mrs. Troy "Obviously, I am concerned
Dowdy,
order
and ask the 1978 General
Elizabeth
Mrs.
Vance,
Smith, Paris, Th.; four
about the fragmentation of
Assembly for ratification.
and Mrs. Hontas Mitchell, and energy-related programs in
grandithildren.
Walker,
a
The funeral will be held one brother, Leonard
state government," Carroll
Wednesday at two ism. at the all of Calloway County.
said._chapel_ of the J. H. Churchill
"Just as at the national
Funeral Home with the Rev.
level, we- nee" untferin
James Cohoon and the Rev.
Roger Joseph officiating.
Familiar words from the
- iss of
The Kirksey Churc
Burial will follow in the
100th l-salm will be read
Christ
will
have
a
special
Murray Memorial Gardens.
November 24th at all
Final rites for Ralph
_Thanksgiving services
November _campaign on
._. Friends spay call at the
Jones, 55 year old resident of
funeral home.
Churches of Christ,Scientist. .- Friday, Saturday, and Sun'Di-City, Mayfield Route One,
Smith,
These services are a diy, according to Joel
are being held today at two
preacher
for
the
regular
traditional annual worship
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
church. Speakers will be Bro.
Christian
Science
occasion
in
Churchill Funeral Home i1fith
•
Churches. Heie- in Murray, WAlie Bradshaw",preacher for
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To -Be Wednesday

TKE DONATION TO TEIETHON—Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity at Murray State
University donated $1,025 collected at roadblocks to the WPSD-Lions Club telethon
this weekend. Making the presentation to telethon emcee Ralph Emery are fraternity
members Mike Meier, left, and Ken Jackson. Several other focal groups made
_
donations to the telethon which was held for the 21st time this year.
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